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The new Hoyt Axis. 
Raising the standards 
for recurve archery.

The new Axis’ advanced bridge design produces a strong, stiff riser for a

crisp in-the-hand feel and a release that’s one of the smoothest, quietest,

most shock-free you’ll ever experience. The riser is also engineered to be

slightly heavy at critical balance points for more stable aiming, reduced

vibration and absolute, consistent performance from shot to shot. Our

new solid locking limb system eliminates any limb shift that could rob

you of accuracy. Also new this year, we’ve reshaped the grip to give it a

thinner, more ergonomic feel

that eliminates torque and pro-

motes relaxed hand position. www.hoytusa.com

For more information on the entire Hoyt line, visit our web site at www.hoytusa.com or send $2.00 for a 2000 catalog to: Hoyt USA Catalog, 543 N. Neil Armstrong Rd., SLC, UT, 84116-2887 or call 801-363-2990. Hoyt bows are manufactured under

one or more of the following patents: 4,748,962; 5,020,507; 5,054,462; 5,495,843; 4,774,927; 5,678,529; 5,368,006; 5,682,871; 4,957,094; 4,819,608; 4,452,222; 4,060,066; and 4,241,715.

▼ New solid locking limb pocket

Hoyt’s new pocket system eliminates any limb shift by securely locking the limb.

Limb cap screw

Limb pocket

Limb dowel -
allows for tiller and limb
adjustment.

Limb

Limb adjustment washers -
allows limb alignment adjustments
without the worry of migration.

Lock down screw -
securely locks limb against 
dowel, eliminates movement.
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Cover photo by Rhonda Campbell

The photo of me below was taken by our dear friend Rusty Mills. Rusty is the
one who got both Steve and I started in archery. We were at the 85th birth-

day party of Rusty’s mom, Doodie. I don’t have the official statistics, but I’m
pretty sure that Doodie Mills holds the world‘s record for baking the most pies
consumed by archers.

When Rusty was eight years old he
discovered archery and his first recruit
was his dad Fred. Fred was already an
“old man” when I started shooting.
Fred loved watching me improve,
loaning me left-handed equipment,
and giving me a bad time for not tak-
ing archery more seriously. This month
would have been Fred’s 89th birthday
and I’ve been thinking about him. Fred
made me feel like a little girl just show-
ing off. I think I always shot better
when Fred was around. I miss showing off for Fred.

The Mills are just one of many wonderful archery families. They offer valu-
able lessons for all of us.

Let your children surprise you.
Take someone out shooting with you.
Enjoy encouraging new archers.
Eat pie.

And, if you are ever lucky enough to find someone to show off for, cherish
them.

This issue we bring you Robert de Bondt from Australia with a wonderful
article on what it takes to be a champion and we introduce Pat Norris, who

knows this sport and industry inside and out. We welcome Rhonda Campbell,
who shot this beautiful cover photo, and Ron
Carmichael with his TargetPlot review.

Are you going to be at the AMO show, Indy
Shoot, Vegas Festival, or the Indoor Nationals at
Tulsa? I’ll be there. Make sure you drop by and say
hello.

I love my job. My only complaint is that Fred
didn’t live long enough to see Archery Focus mag-
azine. I’m still showing off for you, Fred.

Long ago and far away—Fred, Rob, and Rusty
Mills sometime in the ‘70s.

Just Showing Off ...
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Rick McKinney’s Book

“The Simple Art 
of Winning“

The $24.95 fee includes postage within the
United States. All international orders must
include an extra $5.00 shipping fee.

Rick McKinney has won numerous competitions during his
30+ year career, including the ‘77, ‘83, and ‘85 World
Championships. He has put the essence of archery in this
book with many photos and illustrations. Rick’s shooting
theory is really simple and to the point. All of his sugges-
tions will help you shoot better. If you are frustrated, tired of
chasing perfect shooting form, or cannot break your old high
score, you need to read this book! US$24.95

PMB , -A Freeman Lane
Grass Valley, CA -
phone .. fax ..

Archery Focus magazine

The new
FX limb.

Introducing the new generation of

Hoyt limbs. The FX. Its new

unique limb design produces more

initial stored energy, which in

return delivers a faster energy

transfer for greater arrow speeds.

Plus, the FX maintains a smooth

pull through the critical “clicker

zone”, making it the fastest,

smoothest limb you will ever shoot.

www.hoytusa.com

For information, call (801)363-2990



Bow Str ings
What to Make and How to Make Them

Part 2

[Part 1 of this series was in the
Recurve Equipment Review col-
umn. This issue’s segment is pre-
sented as a Compound Equip-
ment Review because we are
going to show you how to make
any kind of bowstring. Ed.] 

Part 2 Preparing the string
making tools, including
choosing serving material
In Part 1 we detailed popular
string fibers. With this knowledge you can make wise choices
between them depending on your bow type and use. If you are
using a modern bow you can go with no fear to the newer ones,
like HPPE or Composite Blends. These two fibers will give you
better performance and, most important, higher scores. But, like
everything, they have some draw backs – they are a little more dif-
ficult to work with.

What About Serving Choice?
The serving’s role is to protect the bow string from prema-
ture wear and, on the center serving, to give correct nock fit.
Larry Wise has done a splendid job in his Nock Fit article,
Archery Focus Vol. 3 No. 6, so I recommend paying careful
attention to it to have a correct idea on what nock fit and
nock fitting is.
There are several serving materials on the market, but basi-
cally they come in following types:
Nylon serving
The first serving material available and still excellent for
end serving and tying peeps. #4 – diameter 0.021”
Braided serving
Thinner than nylon serving, but weaker. #3 1/2 - diameter
0.019”
Monofilament serving
Several diameters 0.015”, 0.018”, 0.021”, good for center
serving and easy to match nock fit.
HPPE serving
Probably the finest end loop serving. Normally strong two-
ply construction, excellent abrasion resistance. #2 – diame-
ter 0.022”
Composite braided serving
Outstanding durability, excellent for center serving, ten

times the life of monofilament. Expensive, several diame-
ters are available, for example 0.018”, 0.022”, 0.026”.

For more information on serving materials see Table 1.

Don’t take this table as definitive, only as a guideline.
Your experience will dictate the best combinations.

Mine is: HPPE serving for loops; nylon (lighter than HPPE)
for end serving; monofilament for center serving (without
string loop) or nylon (with string loop) on composite blend
strings. On compound cables always HPPE serving.

String Making Tools
Like anything in life you could have a countless number of
tools to do the job, but there are always the basic and oblig-
atory ones.
The String Jig
If you have a Yellowstone string jig, go ahead, because it’s
the best on the market. There’s nothing you could do to
improve it. But if you, like me, have another make, with a 

E Q U I P M E N T  R E V I E W  –  C O M P O U N D

by Pedro Serralheiro

Recommended Recommended
Bowstring center serving end serving Comments

Composite blends Composite braided* Nylon For tear drops
HPPE Nylon Braided

Monofilament HPPE
HPPE Composite braided** Nylon For tear drops

Nylon Nylon braided
Monofilament

Polyester Nylon Nylon
MonofilamentTa
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Figure 1 The
string jig. Note
some simple tools
you will need;
measuring tape,
scissors, X-acto
knife, lighter, and
a marker.

* 0.021” (0.022”) on 14 strands, 0.025” (0.026”) on 12 strands ** 0.021” (0.021”) on 16 strands, 0.025” (0.026”) on 14 strands
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few changes it will be almost perfect to make professional
strings. First, do not rely on the jig scale. Always use a mea-
suring tape to build all of your strings, see Figure 1.

Next, the U-arms need to be as close as possible to each
other (see Figure 2), if you want to make yoke strings or the
small tip string needed if using the “Missing Link” (see
Figure 3).

Something very important. The best thing you could do to
modify your string jig is to make moving tips for the U-

arms (see Figure 4). It’s easily done on a metal lathe by you
or by a professional. I strongly believe that it’s something
that really has to be done. All of the needed pieces are of
aluminum (7075). The moving tips will make the end loops
a joy to do. Realize that the string‘s quality can’t surpass the
string jig’s quality !
Serving Tools
There are various models
on the market. Beiter
makes the best one, but it
will cost 2 or 3 times what
a regular serving tool
costs. Personally I use the
Bjorn model. It is simple,
easy to work with, and
dependable. One draw
back, though – it’s difficult passing the thread through that
very small final hole. Take a close look at Figure 6.

As you see it’s not hard preparing the string making
tools, but it’s a very important step in string making.

One final recommendation, look at Figure 7.

Now we have all the data and tools needed to start mak-
ing that “special” string, let’s do it in Part 3.

Until next time, good shooting. ➷
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Figure 2 To make
very small strings,
lengths between 10
and 20 inches, you
must use optional
holes with M4 or 1⁄8”
threads to reposi-
tion the U-arm.

Figure 3 This is the kind
of work you could do by
yourself. Note the small
string and the “missing
link” piece. Take a close
look and you will see that
with composite blends I
don’t serve the small
string or the cable end
loops. What you are see-
ing here is made from S4
fiber, Fast-Flite and
nylon #4 serving.

Figure 7 Make drawings of every string configuration you will have,
with all marks and measurements written in. It will pay dividends in the
long run.

Figure 4 

Figure 5 
Fibers, serv-
ings, serving
tools, wax, a
small rule, are
all needed.
Have them on
hand.

Figure 6 A Bjorn serving
tool with nylon serving.
Note the way the thread is
passed through the differ-
ent holes. It’s crucial to
obtain a constant and
correct resistance to make
a perfect serving. If, for
some reason, you need
more tension, just tighten
the nut.

Pedro Serralheiro is a medical doctor who
lives with his wife and daughter in
Portugal. Pedro has won numerous recurve
and compound championships. His most
impressive statistic is that of the 153 indi-
vidual events he has entered, Pedro has
won 124 of them! Recently he was ranked
No. 1 in Portugal.



h u n t i n g

At first glance archery does not appear to be a sport requiring a
high level of cardiovascular fitness. After all, it simply requires
pulling a string and releasing it. The bow does most of the work,
right? On further examination every type of archery places a car-
diovascular demand on the body. When compared with other
forms of exercise, archery ranks with walking, a friendly game of
volleyball, a round of golf (no cart), or a casual bike ride.

Competitive target archers have stood on the shooting
line and felt their heart rate increase, their pulse quick-

en, and their blood pressure rise. This nervous response
doubles when shooting in an elimination round against
Justin or Vic or Shane or Janet or Denise or Karen. All of the
physiological responses you experience are a part of the
cardiorespiratory system. An efficient cardiac system will
reduce this nervous response giving you an extra edge in
competition. Shooting a full FITA round requires both
physical and mental conditioning. Noncompetitive target
archery scores a 3-4 on a physical challenge scale of 1-10.
Add in the rigors of competition and the score increases to
5-6.

Field archery requires walking and climbing relatively
long distances to shoot targets. Every field archer has expe-
rienced the pounding heart and quick breathing associated
with hiking up a steep hill to a shooting line, in addition to
the nervousness associated with shooting competitively.
Cardiorespiratory conditioning will improve your maxi-
mum oxygen uptake and lower your resting heart rate and

blood pressure. Just three months of cardiorespiratory con-
ditioning will result in a significant and noticeable
improvement. No more huffing and puffing to the next tar-
get.

Bowhunters require a high level of cardiovascular con-
ditioning. Walking while carrying a carcass and all of the
related hunting gear puts an incredible strain on the body
(a 10+ on the physical challenge scale). Bowhunters may
argue their activity is once a year, so year-round condition-
ing is not necessary, but they would be wrong. Strain on the
cardiovascular system leads to hunting–related deaths
every year.

Cardiovascular Programming for Archers
Whatever form of cardiovascular exercise you choose, your
program should he based on four primary criteria — mode,
frequency, duration, and intensity.
Mode of Exercise
Mode is the form of exercise. Popular modes of cardiores-
piratory exercise include walking, jogging, swimming,
bicycling, rowing, stair climbing, aerobics, kickboxing, …
the list is endless. Any activity that produces a sustained
and measurable increase in your heart rate is a cardiovas-
cular form of exercise. It is most important to choose a
mode or modes you will enjoy over a long period of time
so that you can sustain your program. You can add modes,
change modes, and combine modes to suit your interests
and needs.

Frequency of Exercise
Frequency of exercise is the
number of sessions per week.
The frequency depends on your
current fitness level (refer to the

A R C H E R Y  F I T N E S S

by Annette M. Musta
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Frequency of Cardiorespiratory Exercise
Score Frequency of Exercise Sessions Rest Period Between Sessions
Poor or Fair 2-3 times per week 36-48 hours
Good 3-4 times per week 24 hours
Excellent 5-6 times per week 24 hours



November-December issue for how to measure your cur-
rent fitness level), the duration, and intensity of the mode
of exercise. Use the guidelines in Table 1 for the frequency
of exercise based on your score on the cardiovascular con-
ditioning test.

Duration of Exercise
Duration is the number of minutes spent at target training
levels per exercise session not just the time associated with
the activity. The duration is dependent upon the mode and
intensity. The higher the intensity level of the activity, the
shorter the duration necessary for comparable results.
More intense exercise can not, and should not, be sustained
for extended periods of time unless you are in the “excel-
lent” fitness category and you have proper training and
supervision. General guidelines are provided in Table 2 for
duration.

As your cardiovascular conditioning improves, you
should increase the duration of your exercise sessions.
After the first 4 to 8 weeks, increase your duration five min-
utes per week as tolerated. Unless you are involved in a
low intensity activity, you should not exceed 60 minutes in
duration.
Intensity of Exercise
Intensity is the exercise workload. Intensity is commonly
monitored with target heart rates. You should aim to keep
the intensity of your workout in the zone between 50% and
75% of your maximal heart rate. Use the following age-
based formula to calculate your maximal heart rate and
then your minimal and maximal target heart rates. (Get out
your calculators, this requires decimals!)

It is imperative to learn how to accurately measure your
exercise intensity to keep your workouts in a safe zone. The
easiest way is to monitor your pulse. Measure your pulse
either on the side of the neck or at the wrist. Warning! Do
not press hard on the side of your neck! This is the carotid
pulse and you have sense receptors which will change your
pulse if you press too hard. Another way is to purchase an
electronic heart rate monitor. They are available at sporting

goods stores in many
different price ranges.

You should keep
your heart rate in your
target zone for the
duration of your fit-
ness session. Individ-
uals in the “poor“ or
“fair“ fitness cate-
gories should aim for
the minimal target
heart rate. Individuals
in the “good“ or
“excellent“ category
should aim for the
maximal number.
Increases in target
heart rate should be
done in small incre-
ments over 6-8 weeks of training and should not exceed the
maximal target heart rate unless under supervision.

It is important to warm-up (before) and cool down (after)
when you exercise. The warm-up should consist of 5-10

minutes of light movement (i.e. walking). Cool down
should include 5-10 minutes of light movement combined
with stretching of all muscle groups.

The benefits of cardiorespiratory exercise include —
increased maximum oxygen uptake, a healthy heart and
cardiovascular system, decrease of body fat stores, a
reduced risk of coronary disease, increased bone strength
and a more positive self-image

9ARCHERY FOCUS Volume 4, Number 1, 2000
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Target Heart Rate Zone

Maximal Heart Rate = 220 – your age in years
Target Heart Rate (minimal) = Maximal Heart Rate x 0.50
Target Heart Rate (maximal) = Maximal Heart Rate x 0.75

Turn page for a Walking Program for Archers

Duration of Cardiorespiratory Exercise
Category Duration of Exercise Sessions
Poor 5 to 10 minutes per session
Fair 10 to 15 minutes per session
Good 15 to 45 minutes per session
Excellent 30 to 60 minutes per session
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Poor Fair Good
Weeks 1-3

Duration 10-15 minutes 20-25 minutes 20-25 minutes
Frequency 2 times a week 3 times a week 3 times a week
Intensity 50% max heart rate 60% max heart rate 65% max heart rate
Rate 2 miles per hour 2 miles per hour 3 miles per hour

Weeks 4-8
Duration 15-20 minutes 25~30 minutes 30-35 minutes
Frequency 3 times a week 3 times a week 3 times a week
Intensity 50% max heart rate 60% max heart rate 65% max heart rate
Rate 2 miles per hour 2.5 miles per hour 3 miles per hour

Weeks 9-14
Duration 25-30 minutes 30-35 minutes 40-45 minutes
Frequency 3 times a week 3 times a week 3 times a week
Intensity 55% max heart rate 65% max heart rate 70% max heart rate
Rate 2.5 miles per hour 3 miles per hour 4 miles per hour

Weeks 15-19
Duration 30-35 minutes 40-45 minutes 40-45 minutes
Frequency 3 times a week 3 times a week every other day
Intensity 60% max heart rate 65% max heart rate 70% max heart rate
Rate 3 miles per hour 3 miles per hour 4 miles per hour

Weeks 20-24
Duration 30-35 minutes 40-45 minutes 40-45 minutes
Frequency every other day every other day every other day
Intensity 65% max heart rate* 70% max heart rate* 75% max heart rate*
Rate 3 miles per hour 4 miles per hour 4+ miles per hour

* To increase intensity, add variable terrain. To further increase intensity in weeks 20-24 in the “good”
category, add weight. Never exceed recommended intensity levels.

A Walking Program for Archers

Walking is the most popular form of cardiorespiratory exercise. It requires only a good pair of walking shoes and a
safe place to walk. It is low impact and can be modified for different intensity levels. Low intensity walking involves

walking on relatively flat terrain at a slow pace (2 miles per hour). There are three ways to add intensity: vary the terrain –
add hills and grades, increase the rate – walk faster (walking 5 miles per hour or faster provides the same health benefits
and intensity as running), and add weight – carry a properly fitting backpack with 5-10 pounds of weight in it (This option
should not be used until you reach a cardiovascular fitness rating of “good “or “excellent.“).

The chart below gives a complete walking program for individuals in the poor, fair, and good fitness categories. Always
include a warm-up and cool down. You can walk outside or inside on a treadmill.

Review your cardiovascular conditioning levels after 12 and 24 weeks to chart your progress. Continue at the Weeks
20-24 level to maintain your conditioning. ➷
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Annette Musta is a certified personal trainer
who owns and operates her own business,
ARH Sports and Fitness in Pennsylvania. She
has been shooting for 24 years, but not seri-
ously (she says) until the last five years. She
has been a professional ballet dancer (which is
why she is known around the ARCO Training
Center as “the dancer”) and is currently a
licensed pilot. She is the founder and Executive
Director of the Pass the Torch Foundation,
which matches school age children with ath-
letes training for international competition.



Question It seems as if every bow
manufacturer comes out with new
bows every year, so what makes a
“new“ compound bow new and why?
Answer The archery industry and
archery companies are not different
from automobile companies and other
industries. I remember when the 1958
Chevy Impala two door hardtop was
introduced. Everyone wanted that
model. I purchased a turquoise and
white one. (I wish I still had that
Chevy.) Just like introducing new
models of cars drives car sales, intro-
ducing new bows with good looking
designs drives new bow sales. Many
times the look of a new bow is so com-
pelling that everyone just wants to
own that new bow. Sometimes a new
bow incorporates major technological
advances, such as becoming 10 or 20
feet per second faster than the bow it
was developed from while being easi-
er to shoot.

In my opinion the most important
features of all bows are—

1. the axle-to-axle length 
2. it’s brace height
3. the pivot points of the limbs at the

ends of the riser
4. the limb angle take-off from the

riser and how much the limb is
“pre-stressed” (bent)

5. the arrow rest hole in the riser and
its relationship to limb tips at full
draw and the nocking point.

These things do not change much
from year to year for a particular
model bow. The exception is when a
manufacturer comes out with a bow
that is significantly different in axle-to-
axle length or eccentric wheel design.
Let’s take a look at a couple of exam-
ples of what makes a new bow new
and why.

Wheel Designs A new wheel design on
last year‘s bow makes it a new bow. If
this new eccentric wheel is more of a
cam (less round) it will add speed to
the bow. If a cam bow was popular
and serious target archers showed
enough interest in it, then the manu-
facturer might come out with a model
of that bow with round target wheels.
(Round wheels are “Old Technology“
in that round wheels where the first
very popular eccentrics used in the
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late 1960’s when compound bows first
became popular. Although, the round
wheels of today are much more
sophisticated and of superior quality
to the eccentrics of yesteryear.) Round
wheels make bows perform with less
vibration, but they would also make
them slower. Most companies nowa-
days try to get the best of both worlds,
speed and smoothness by manufacturing
a wheel that is round on one side and
egg shaped or cammed on the oppo-
site side of the wheel. They also offer
the same bow with multiple choices in
eccentrics to satisfy as many archers‘
needs as closely as they can and still
have a product that can be produced
efficiently. This often means full cams
for the speed craving archer and round
wheels for the archer seeking maxi-
mum smoothness and a number of
choices in between.

If the manufacturer, while testing
one of their bows, finds that one type
of wheel does not add anything posi-
tive to that particular bow design, then
they will place limitations on the
eccentric choices available for that
model. These limitations will also be
placed on certain models of bows to
establish a price range verses perfor-
mance range for products. (It only
makes sense that the manufacturer
wants the best performing bows to
have the highest prices.) A good exam-
ple of limiting eccentric choices is

when a company makes a long target
bow (45-48 inches axle-to-axle), they
do not offer fast speed cams as an
optional eccentric.

Handle Risers Handle risers are the part
most often changed to make a new bow.
To illustrate, let‘s say a company has a
proven design that encompasses the

axle-to-axle length, limb pivot points,
and correct limb take off angle from
the pivot points. They now have a bow
that shoots and sells well. The bow
riser designer can change the riser in
physical looks, weight, and appeal
without changing the performance of
the bow. In fact, if the company is sat-
isfied with the bow and wants to make
two completely different-looking bows
for production they can. Assume that
the two different bows are the same
draw weight and draw length. When
you lay one bow on top of the other
bow and compare, the limb tips, limb
pivot points, and limb pre-stress are all
the same, then the two bows will per-
form, in the real world, identically or
so close to the same that the average
archer will not notice any difference.
You will notice a big difference,
though, if the bow designer has moved
the bow hand pivot point.

Bow Grips and Bow Grip Positions
When a riser is redesigned so that the
bow hand is moved forward (away
from the archer) then the bow will be
slower and more forgiving. Our indus-
try labels this a deflexed riser. If the bow

1212

This is a very reflexed riser design.

A line drawn between the pivot points is the ref-
erence line used to determine a bow‘s geometry.
Since the point where your hand touches the
grip is slightly behind this line, this is a slight-
ly reflexed riser.
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hand pivot point is moved back towards the archer, we call
these “speed bow“ risers reflexed. Everything in between the
extremes is meant to give the archer the best of both worlds.
The amount of reflex or deflex is measured (in inches and
thousandths of an inch) from where the bow hand touches
the riser at the grip in front of (deflex) or in back of (reflex)
a straight line drawn from limb pivot point to limb pivot
point. Bow designers will point out that taking off the grip
or adding material onto the grip will change these mea-
surements and therefore the bow’s performance. But, in the
real world, archers are more concerned with how comfort-
able the grip feels as we place our hand on the bow and pull
the bow back to full draw. 

The maximum variation from one extreme of deflex to
the other extreme of reflex that I have seen is about 5 inch-
es. The most reflex I have seen in a bow is approximately 4
inches. Four inches of reflex makes a very low brace height
(the real source of the speed gain as the arrow stays on the
bowstring longer for a given draw length, all of the time
gaining energy from the string). This degree of riser reflex,
in the real world, is accompanied by a host of potential
problems, for example arrow fletching, arrow rest, and bow
arm clearance problems, but that is a subject that we will get
into in another article.

In conclusion, we have new bows because engineers, mar-
keting people, and shooting archers all have very definite

ideas as to what they want and what is needed. Since
archery needs profitable companies to keep our sport grow-
ing, new ideas will be developed and tried. Old ideas and
products will be replaced and we, the archers of the world,
will share the benefits. ➷

Pat Norris has shot for over 50 years and has made his living for
over thirty years enjoying and promoting all aspects of archery.
Pat started shooting with a recurve and changed to a compound
in 1969 when Jennings shooters started winning California
tournaments by enough points to prove the compound bow was
an advantage.

Pat’s accomplishments include: Past Barebow National
Class Champion (1961), Past California State Champion
Bowhunter Freestyle Limited and Broadhead Champion,
Member of the PAA 1967 – 1971, NFAA life member, Past
President California Bowman Hunters & State Archers
Association, Drafter of the Original NFAA Pro Division and
California State Director to the NFAA 1972-74. Life member
and senior member of the California Big Game Club. Staff shoot-
er for Martin Archery. As a Bowhunter Pat has taken over two
hundred big game animals. Many are listed in the California Big
Game record books.
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A new computer program called TargetPlot (version 1.3) digitizes
archery scores using a Palm hand-held computer. You can gather
the scores right at the target and then transfer this digital data
later to a PC. TargetPlot records each arrow’s score as both a
numerical value from zero to ten (including “X”) and as a geo-
graphical point on the target face. The score is stored using a pic-
ture of the target face, not just as a number score of “8” but as an
“8“ at the 7 o’clock position closer to the 7:30 position but nearer
the 9 ring by about two arrow widths … get the picture?

Why Digital?
Typically when scoring with pencil and paper you write
down a number, mark the hole, pull, then walk away from
the target. And a few seconds later you don’t have a firm
record about where your arrows are going especially if
there are several archers using the same target. At the end of
the day all you have is a number to tell you how you shot.
Some archers do go to the length of keeping their practice
paper targets sorted, dated, and can sort through them to
get some general ideas about their progress but they can’t
tell which arrow was in which end, or even in which round.
Well, okay, if they were fussy enough to switch ink colors
between rounds and devise a formal crayon scheme then
the holes will be color-coded, but what can one really do
with such information? 

With the TargetPlot software you walk away from the
target with a digital picture of that target. You enter each
arrow of an end onto a virtual target; it then becomes data.
With the right software tools this data can be useful in learn-
ing better archery technique and
improving scores. You can base deci-
sions on facts instead of guesses. 

A beginning archer can have the pro-
gram perform the addition of the score
and provide a total end/round score.
Later she can work with the data after a
shooting session and quickly get a dis-
play showing her improvement over the
previous 5 or 50 sessions.

Experienced archers and coaches can
also use the data to examine each end in
sequence and get a very clear trend
analysis. If archery equipment is
changed, the data gathered from each

setup can be compared. Does that new OptoParallaxical
Dynoballistic Microetched point really result in better
groups? With proper analysis of the digital data, archers
could tell for sure! Importantly, digital data is forever. You
can review it just as easily two years from now as today.

TargetPlot’s Basic Requirements and Operations
TargetPlot software is designed to run on a small, hand-held
computer known as the Palm Computer which has been out
for about four years. There are a number of models from
several manufacturers on the market at this writing to
choose from. They are all designed to fit easily in the palm
of your hand (hence the name). They cost from about $150
to over $600 depending on the features you want. Even the
cheapest will run TargetPlot.

Each Palm Computer comes with a cradle that plugs into
a port on a desktop/laptop computer, and allows the user
to plop the Palm down in the cradle, push a button, and
have the entire contents of the Palm downloaded to the
desktop/laptop computer in just a few seconds.

TargetPlot’s installation is straightforward, well docu-
mented, and easy. If you do not have a CD drive be sure to
specify 3.5” diskettes should you decide to purchase it. 

TargetPlot operates around “sessions” (“rounds” of
archery), which can be up to 36 arrows. There are a great
many choices when starting a session, as these screens from
TargetPlot on the Palm show (see Figure 1). In addition to
these four screens, there is an open “Notes” area where the
archer records information not provided for. The screens

follow typical Palm convention, such as
having small buttons to touch on in order to
go to the next/previous screen displays and
enter data. There is no keyboard in the
Palm, instead it has a keystroke recognition
feature. Aside from the “Notes” option
everything is a pick option, either using but-
tons or else “pull-down” lists so that the
user can go fast with data entry. 

Session Details
How many of you keep a small card of
“things” to try and remember during shoot-
ing, to help focus your mind? TargetPlot has
another feature to improve on this. As

E Q U I P M E N T  R E V I E W –  R E C U R V E

For the Record ...
TargetPlot Software Tracks Every Shot

by A. Ron Carmichael
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shown before the Session Details are categorized into four
parts, which I think make a great step for the archer to use.
Taken properly they can cause you to pause and to actually
think about the session ahead. It offers a way to raise your
consciousness and awareness first about the physical world
around you – What’s the wind like? Temperature? Does the
air feel humid? The second set of details concern “How do
you feel today.” Again, getting the archer aware of his inner
attitude by itemizing various factors: Muscle Tension?
Energetic? Angry? Frustrated? Happy? By using and con-
sidering these, you may very well realize and be able to
adjust for such factors. 

The third screen encourages the archer to identify what
the psychological goals are – Enjoyment? Imagery?
Concentration? The fourth and last session detail screen lets
you set technical goals such as Anchor, Expansion, Release,
Consistency, and then go back and record level of satisfac-
tion in these areas. You can also edit earlier choices after the

session and indicate how happy you are with your efforts.
You may look at this initially and feel it ridiculous to

record such trivial matters – but consider that this is what
the Australian Olympic Training Team is consciously and
methodically doing. If you want to improve your own per-
formance then this checklist feature of TargetPlot is one you
should consider using.

Entering Your Shots
Now for the really neat part of
TargetPlot, the touch sensitive
Entry Map (see Figure 2).
Wherever you touch the screen
(using the Palm pointer stylus)
an arrow dot appears. If your
first shot of the session hits
right on the cross of the 10-ring
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then you touch that same spot on the Palm screen. The top
box in a column of seven boxes on the right hand side of the
screen will show the points for that hit. As you mark each
arrow of the end (X/10/9 in the example shown), the score
is automatically tallied in subsequent boxes, and a running
total for the end is kept in the seventh box. If you make a
linecutter shot, you simply touch that arrow’s number score
and it expands to let you pick the upper or lower score for
the shot. If you made a mistake, and it is easy to do when
you are not used to it, the score expands to show you a zero,
and picking that erases the arrow mark from the target so
you can pick over again.

TargetPlot has four different displays for the target face,
a zoom effect so that if you never hit lower than say, a 5, the
display only shows you the 5-10X rings. At max zoom you
see only the 8-10 rings and if you are a beginner it shows
you all 10 rings (with numbers) to help you mark your score
accurately. As with pencil and paper, your score is only as
accurate as you mark it down, and this new method will
definitely take you some practice before you can get them
entered quickly and accurately. 

After each six arrows you touch (TargetPlot doesn’t yet
allow ends of 3) you start another end by pressing the NEW
button on the screen. If you try to score a 7th arrow then
TargetPlot informs you that you should start a NEW end. 

You have several options to choose how your arrows
appear – as a cross, a circle, or as an x. Another helpful fea-
ture is for an end of arrows you can have TargetPlot find
their center. Now that is information you can use! Do you
start low/left, and then as you warm up, go high/right?
Maybe you should warm up more! As you get tired, where
does your group tend to go? If it goes lower maybe you are
collapsing on release. Even now I am surprised at how bad
my own guesses as to where the centers of my groups are,

compared to whaere they really are.
After you have entered all of the shots for an end, you

can view a score sheet display. It is not easy to see how
many arrows/ends you have shot in a given session during
an end.

Once you are done shooting and scoring it is time to
“hotsynch” the data to your regular computer and to the
TargetPlot software on it. It’s as easy as pushing a button on
the cradle and waiting for about 20 seconds. Then fire up
the TargetPlot program on the desktop.

The TargetPlot Desktop Program
After starting TargetPlot on your desktop/laptop computer
it offers to load the newly acquired data. Each Session is
called a Plot, and you pick from a layout which archer,
which date, and which distance plot of data you want to
work with. It then displays a gorgeous 10-ring Olympic tar-
get, along with little marks for each of your shots. The
screen has options on the right for working the display in
different ways. You can step through each end of shots, once
again viewing the center point of each group. Have it “con-
nect the dots” to draw a polygon of the endpoints. Divide
the face of the target up into 2,4,or 8 quadrants and provide
weighting to each quadrant to show how many points are
in that quadrant, and the display can be based on the low-
est arrow score you wish to set.

The desktop program allows you to print any session. If
your printer supports color you get a color target printed
out along with a table of all arrow scores in a grid that
includes end scores and total score, and anything you chose
in the details section of the session on the Palm. Printing a
hard copy is a good idea since it provides a copy for the
archer to study and review when they are not in front of the
computer.

TargetPlot has the ability to
display a simple line graph of the
data. There is no documentation
on the graphs and there isn’t a
built-in way to print one. You can
capture one using Alt-PrtScrn,
paste it into a document and then
print the document, if you need a
hardcopy.

Exporting Data If you want
more out of your data in the way
of graphs, TargetPlot provides an
export capability. A session can
be selected and then exported to
an Excel spreadsheet format. On
my laptop the process automati-
cally started Excel and displayed
the data in a spreadsheet. The
date column failed to format,
due to the Aussie preference for
showing dates in the manner of
“day-month-year,” rather than
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the “month-day-year” format popular here in the U.S. It
doesn’t allow 4-digit years, but for this type of program that
shouldn’t be a problem. Another potential problem is that
the data regarding the 10X score is exported as an “X”, and
graphing the numbers will re-quire some man-ipulation
beforehand.

While you can view the details of a session you are not
allowed to change, update, annotate them on the desktop in
this version. If you discover a mistake such as having cho-
sen the wrong distance you can correct it on the Palm and

when you “hot-
synch” again it
will update the
record on the PC. 

The help fea-
ture doesn’t cur-
rently work on
the desktop soft-

ware, but the help option on the Palm was extremely useful.
The documentation overall is very good and is adequate to
get going with. I’ve gotten better with it as I’ve used it,
proving that practice is as useful with it as it is with archery.

Technical Support
The most important benefit of the Internet, in my opinion,
is the relatively new pathway of communication that tran-
scends almost all national borders at no extra cost. From
here in central Texas I’ve been able to contact the authors
down under numerous times using email to ask questions,
receive answers, and make suggestions. I have purposely
tried to provide them with lots of enhancement requests
and observations and they have been open and receptive to
my suggestions. They are working on the next release and
I’m eagerly waiting for it. So for support I would have to
give a 4 out of 4. 

Would I buy this again, even at about the $100 I paid?
Yes, although I admit this is the most expensive Palm appli-
cation I have ever purchased, bar none. Importantly, would
I recommend it to someone who doesn’t already have a
Palm? It’s pretty useless without the Palm after all. Well, I
already tell friends that they should have a Palm because of
all the other things possible with one, so if you are an archer
serious about improving, this will help you and I therefore
recommend both. It won’t help as much as a good coach
would, or maybe even as much as simply shooting hun-
dreds of arrows a day, but certainly TargetPlot can be a
super tool to have in the quiver judging from the high level
of interest shown by many archers at the tournaments I’ve
taken it to. Since they offer the Palm portion of the program
for free download over the net, if you already have a Palm
there is no risk in trying it other than the risk that you won’t
like it. I’ve also discovered that as I use the TargetPlot I have
become much better at using it, and it is more useful to me
as a result. ➷

”Digital data is forever.
You can review it just
as easily 2 years from
now as today.”

What Else Does It Need?
What else does it need? Remember that good software is
never finished, and never has everything that everyone
needs. With that precaution in mind here is what I’d like
in the next version. It would be good to be able to set it
up for ends of 3 arrows instead of just 6. The display for
the target on the Palm puts the numbers only on the left
side of the target, and I find it is difficult to pick the right
ring on the target some times even with the different
zooms on the screen. Putting the even numbers on one
side and the odd numbers on the other might make it
easier for old eyes like mine. I’d like to be able to import
back into the desktop the data it exports, so I could run
it easily on a machine that doesn’t have the Palm OS
software installed on it. The manual indicates the four
database files that hold the data, so that they can be
copied from one machine to another, but that would
overwrite existing database files, so you would lose the
previous data.

Selection and identification of an existing session is a
bit obscure. I’d really like the Entry Map to display the
name of the session, the number of arrows shot/ends in
the session so far, or else the number left to shoot. There
are a few missing pieces, such as a place to record the
settings for your sight/plunger, bow measurements,
altitude of the range, which arrows were in use and
what their characteristics were, and an easy way to
delete one particular session. Currently you can’t delete
anything less than 30 days old from the Palm and is no
way to remove a session from the desktop. The pro-
grammers indicated that they want to add a multiple-
archer (per Palm) capability and make many other
enhancements as well. When I’m watching over four
JOAD archers on a single target butt that would be a
very welcome feature – score addition is always prob-
lematical! It would be a tremendous tool for a tourna-
ment score keeper if in addition to paper they could also
have every arrow digitally scored. Instead of a manual
tote board displaying the current archer rankings in
each division during a tournament, the crowd gets to
review a scrolling TV Monitor that is instantly updated
after each round!

A. Ron Carmichael lives in Lago Vista, Texas. His fourteen year old
daughter took to JOAD archery and he was looking for ways to support
her. Having carried a Palm Pilot for a number of years and having a 14
year career around computers led him to the TargetPlot software. He
cautions, though, that “Technology is not an automatic benefit; it’s
often easier to make mistakes than with paper and pencil.” Even so, he
is very high on TargetPlot as you can tell.



The intention of this article is to give
you an exercise that will improve your
comfort level during the act of aiming.
This exercise is an excellent way to
address the issue of target panic as
well. We often hear the term target
panic used with varying definitions. I
make no attempt to define just what
target panic is, but do express that the
exercise I am about to share with you
will reduce the anxiety that often fuels
the various affects of target panic. This
exercise is also excellent at improving
your ability to aim off the center of the
target in windy conditions. The exer-
cise is equally effective no matter what
style of equipment you shoot, be it
compound and release, Olympic style
recurve, or bowhunter. It has worked
for everyone that has been offered the
exercise.

Here is the aiming exercise —
♦ The first thing to do is to choose a

location on a target butt off of the
center to aim at. This could be at
12:00, 3:00, 6:00, or 9:00 o’clock
positions as long as you can also
see the center of the target also. I
like to choose a line on the target
to aim at make this a precise loca-
tion such as 12:00 o’clock on the
9/8 or 8/7 line. 

♦ After shooting a few arrows while
aiming off, adjust your sight so that

you hit the middle while aiming off.
Note – if you choose a 3 or 9
o’clock position, note the number
of turns you have made to your
windage adjustment in order to
hit the middle. This is so you can
adjust it back when the time
comes to aim on again.

♦ At this point, come to full draw the
way you normally do and briefly aim
hard with great focus at your chosen
location. Next, move your eye’s focus
to the center of the target (where you
are trying to get your arrows to hit)
and shoot the arrow while focused on
the middle. The sight will stay in
your peripheral vision, but your
direct focus is on the center of the
target. 

What this does for you
is to relieve your
direct focus from the
act of aiming. You are
still aware of your pin
out there in your
peripheral vision, but you are not
having it’s image in your direct
focus. The center of the target is
instead in your direct focus. 

Why It Works As you shoot using
this exercise, you will notice your
face and neck becoming more
relaxed and that you shoot a nice
relaxed shot. The reason for this is

that you are not painfully aware of
the movement in your sight pin
and this relieves the stress that aim-
ing puts on your shot sequence.
Target panic is a product of the
stress or ‘lock up’ that occurs when
your sight picture does not allow
you to complete your shot proper-
ly. The message your sight picture
sends to your brain is that you are
not aimed perfectly and are there-
fore not ready to shoot. By being
totally focussed on your sight pin,
your brain is bombarded with con-
tinually changing signals that in
effect say, “Okay, I’m ready … now
I’m not … okay, ready again, Oh
no, not yet! … creating a “start and
stop” set of signals to all of the con-

trol centers of your shot. Ever shoot
an arrow at the instant that the sig-
nal says, “No, not ready yet?” In
my case, it is not a pretty sight! This
start and stop confidence crusher is
the foundation for target panic. We
become fearful of shooting the
arrow at the wrong instant.
Typically this is caused by the
event of that very thing happening
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“Ever shoot an arrow at the
instant that the signal says,
“No, not ready yet?”“

An Exercise for 
Improving Your Aiming 

by Mike Gerard
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during a perfectly good day of
shooting!. By shifting your sight
picture to being focused on a target
empty of a sight, it is almost like
shooting barebow, and the fear of
shooting the arrow at the wrong
instant gradually goes away! 

Not only does the fear of shoot-
ing an arrow at the wrong instant
gradually build up on you, it also
gradually goes away through the
positive reinforcement of having
success. This is how the exercise
works: by aiming intensely at the
beginning of the shot, you in effect
burn the image into your memory.
When you turn your active atten-
tion to the center of the target, the
burned in image stays in your
peripheral vision and even though
you are not focused on your aiming
device, I guarantee you are still
aware of exactly were it is aimed.
This restores your
smooth shot execu-
tion and removes
the hesitation from
your shooting
motion. You also
get a beautiful picture of the ten
ring and your arrow hitting it with-
out the obstruction of a sight pin.
Since success breeds confidence,
you begin to strengthen your faith
in the fact that you can relax and
shoot a good strong shot without
having aimed on a pinpoint.
Gradually you will become com-
fortable shooting with a full view of
the center as you get to watch your
arrows hitting it! 

Once you feel you have
restored your confidence in your
shooting and sighting picture, you
will notice that when aiming on the
center with your sight again, you
are able to do so without concern
for the normal movements that
take place during the shot. You are
also able to keep your focus on the
target with your sight pin in the

background instead of bouncing
your focus back and forth between
your sight and the target. This
gives a more relaxed nature to the
aiming process and allows your
face and neck to have less tension
in them. That relaxation seems to
spread through the rest of your
body as well. 

Shooting in the Wind The way
this exercise helps your wind
shooting is that you can pick the
spot you wish to aim off based on
the wind conditions, place your pin
there and then look at the center of
the target. By having your pin in
your peripheral vision, you shoot a
faster, smoother shot because you
do not get the instant feedback of
the wind pushing your aiming pic-
ture around! In windy conditions, it
is always more effective if you can

execute strong shots quickly so that
there is less opportunity to be
pushed off by the wind. By not
watching the moving sight pin, it is
easier to shoot at the middle with
strength and enthusiasm.

Ihave heard the comment that
shooting with an aperture will do

the same thing as this exercise, but
I beg to differ. The reason is that
your focus still has the opportunity
to bounce between your aperture
ring and the target. Also, even
though you look through an aper-
ture and do not have as much
awareness of the small movements
your are making, you do still con-
sciously center the aperture
throughout the shot. The exercise I
described allows you to purposely
not center anything. Once you get

used to looking away from your
sight pin, it is absolutely in your
peripheral vision as long as your
focus remains on the middle forc-
ing you to rely on your instincts to
a greater degree. Once you get the
positive reinforcement of being
able to rely on your instincts, the
effects on your comfort zone are
positive. 

If you have been struggling
with your sighting picture and/or
shot execution, I hope this article
makes you want to go out and
shoot your bow. If you find that this
is an effective exercise for you, it is
nice to know that you can practice
it any time you feel hesitation
creeping into your shot. Practicing
good habits is always the key to
conquering your goals. This exer-
cise is yet another way to fight back
when you start to hesitate during
the execution of your shot.

Happy New Year and good
shooting to you. ➷

Mike Gerard joined his first archery club
while still in Little League baseball. After
one year at field archery, Mike joined a
JOAD club in San Pablo, California.
Mike not only started shooting in the
Men’s Division at the age of 14, but he
won, often setting new records. Mike
made All-American all four years in col-
lege and was a member of the first USAT
team. After working a number of years in
the archery industry, Mike now coaches
aspiring archers while working in retail
management.

From the beginning Mike read many
of the great archery writers of the times:
Steve Hayes, Freddie Troncoso, Al Hen-
derson, Len Cardinale, and Shig Honda.
Little did he realize that he was soon to
join their ranks. 

“Practicing good habits is
always the key to conquer-
ing your goals.”
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Most archers give no thought at all to
their armguards, at least until they forget
it, or place it incorrectly, or ... ouch! You
really should ... consider the lowly arm-
guard.

All arm guards serve two main
purposes. The first is to protect

your bow arm from the string slap-
ping the arm after the release of the
string. The arm guard gives archers
enough protection and security to
maintain a still bow arm upon the
release of the arrow. After you have
felt the sting of the string hitting your
arm, it is a sensation you would prob-
ably like to forget. And, it is a relex to
flinch on your next shot, which is
something that most archers will do.
This flinching causes inconsistency in
your form. So to prevent you from
ever feeling this, you want to wear an
arm guard. The second thing that an
arm guard will do is to keep or hold
the long sleeve of a shirt or blouse out
of the way of the string upon release.

Arm guards come in a variety of
shapes and sizes. They should be

thick enough to give the desired pro-
tection, and also large enough to pro-
tect you arm. Arm guards can be
short in length covering your forearm
from just above your wrist to just
short of your elbow, or they can be

long, extending from just above the
wrist to 2 or 3 inches above your
elbow. Most all target shooters wear
shorter arm guards and hunters and
compound shooters mostly wear the
longer arm guards. Although many
beginning archers will start by wear-
ing a longer arm guard for better pro-
tection until they understand the con-
trol they need in their bow arm. This
type of training arm guard is avail-
able in the same way any other arm
guard is available.

Arm guards are made of different
types of material such as leather, plas-
tic, rubber, etc. The surface the string
hits should be relatively slick. The
prices of arm guards range from
about $8 (U.S.) to about $20 (U.S.).

Some archers even choose to make
their own. Traditional archers often
fashion very fancy ones out of leather.
[See figure below and Traditional
Leather Goods, by T. J. Conrads in
Archery Focus, Vol. 2, No. 2. Ed.] All
you really need is the protection, so if
you do choose to make your own, it
would probably work best to model it
after one that you have seen.

You might find that after you have
purchased an arm guard that it

doesn’t work for you. People’s bodies
are shaped differently, and if your
bow arm or elbow rotates differently,
then the string might catch some
types of arm guards. So if you notice
that you have hit yourself several
times with the string, take a look at
the choice of arm guard that you
have. Hitting your arm can usually be
fixed by proper shoulder and or
elbow rotation [See 4 Steps to Stop
Hitting Your Arm by Denise Parker in
Archery Focus, Vol. 2, No. 4. Ed.], but
if your arm guard is still getting
caught, you probably need a thinner
or different style of arm guard. Some
arm guards might affect the life of
your serving and to that end some
arm guard manufacturers claim that
their products do not affect serving
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life. I have not researched this, so the best thing to do to check
the validity of this is to ask your local pro shop employee.
They can also help you to choose a style of arm guard that
would be best for your style of shooting.

The reason for the use of an arm guard is because of the
arm and shoulder positioning of the archer. If the arm and
shoulder are not in the correct position for clearance, the
string might end up hitting your forearm. This can easily be
checked by drawing back your bow, and when at full draw
take notice of how your elbow on your bow arm looks while
you are at full draw. (It may even help better to try this
motion without using your bow.) If your elbow is protruding
inward, start practicing rotating your elbow outward. It will
be hard to do at first, I know this from experience, but after
some time it will become natural. I’ve also learned from
experience that once you have hit your arm you will always
remember it. Most archers have hit their bow arm at least
once, sometimes more. The biggest and probably the hardest
thing to remember is not to flinch.

Remember that in archery consistency in your form is the
number one criterion for success. Even the smallest detail can
affect your consistency or inconsistency, such as your arm
guard choice.

Remember to choose one that fits, protects, and is com-
fortable to wear. Since the arm guard is relatively cheap to
buy compared to the rest of your equipment, you should be
able to find one that suits you best at an affordable price.
Most of all remember that to shoot consistently, you must
have consistency in form, so if your bow arm elbow does
protrude inward, practice rotating it outward.

Good Luck and Good Shooting! ➷
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Jennifer Furrow-Fonua is one of Archery Focus magazine’s most
prolific authors. Jennifer writes on all things recurve, having shot
one for many years. Jennifer currently lives in Salt Lake City.
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If you are just switching to freestyle for
the first time, having a properly set up
sight and scope can dramatically
increase your performance on the
range. The process is straight forward,
and requires only a few tools. This arti-
cle will cover each step in the process
of setting up your sight and scope,
while explaining why each step is
important.

Step 1 Inspection
The first thing you will want to do
upon purchasing a new sight is to
carefully inspect the sight. Make sure
all the adjustments work properly and
to your satisfaction There is no reason
to spend time setting up the sight if it
doesn’t work properly. A lot of things
can happen to a sight in shipping so
check it over before you start.

Step 2 Attach the 
Telescopic Sight to Your Sight Block
This is typically just a matter of screw-
ing the scope rod into the threaded
sight block. Just how far to screw it in
will be determined later. A jam nut (or
two) are usually used to keep the
scope from moving in the sight block.
The front face of the scope should be
parallel to the sight bar (not tipped).

Step 3 Attach the 
Sight Mount to Your Bow
This is the foundation of all of the fol-
lowing steps. If the sight mount is not
properly attached to the bow the rest
of the sight alignment will be incor-
rect. You want to make sure that the
mounting screws are tight, but not too
tight. If you are using a high perfor-

mance setup, you may want to use
breakable Loc-Tite or pipe thread tape
on the screw threads to give you an
added bit of security.

Step 4 Mount the Sight on the Bow
Here’s where it can get complicated.
There are a number of positions avail-
able and they are all interconnected.

Moving the sight in and out on the
extension bar The whole sight can be
moved out away from the bow or back
in on the extension bar. Where should
it be? One consideration is that, when
you are aiming, the scope must be cen-
tered (concentric) in the peepsight.
Therefore you need to be able to see
the whole body of the scope through
your peep. If the scope is very much
smaller than the perceived edge of the
peep sight, the scope is too far away. If
you cannot see the whole front edge of
the scope, it may be too close. (see the
figure below) This may also be
addressed by using peep sights with

different sized holes it them, but the
size of that hole also determines how
much light gets through. For example,
switching to a smaller peep to allow
you the center the scope when it is far
out on the extension bar may make it
difficult to see in the shade.

Another consideration is static
bow balance; it is very important on a
compound bow because of the light
holding weight. Because the sight is
mounted above the grip of the bow it
has a very dramatic effect on the bal-
ance of the bow and the way the bow
reacts on the shot. As bows get more
aggressive on accessories, the sight
manufacturers must make the sights
more robust. This usually means that
the sights get heavier. If your sight is
too far forward, it may result in your
bow rolling over after the shot harder
than you can control. The best thing to
do is shoot your bow-sight setup pay-
ing careful attention to the way the
bow behaves in your hand before and
after the shot.

Also, you need to make sure that
you can get all your distances on the
sight bar (This is especially true if you
shoot FITA.) If you cannot hit your
longest distance, you may need to
move your sight in toward the bow.
This will change your sight line and
effectively give you more range. This
is not as much of a concern for 3D
shooters because of the shorter
yardages they shoot at. 

And then, some people find it dif-
ficult to hold their aperture steady if it
is too far from their eye. 

The long and short of this step is to
make sure that you are comfortable
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by David Kronengold
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When you look through your peep the body of
the scope should be easily made concentric
with the peep sight hole. This assures consis-
tent alignment of string and sight each shot.
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with your sight position before you
move on. It is a very personal thing.
There is not one sight position that is
right for everyone. All scopes work on
the principle of focal length to estab-
lish magnification and clarity. This
means that sight position should be
established before you choose a scope
or aperture, something people rarely
do. Once you are comfortable with the
sight position, you can then go and
select a scope or aperture that gives
you the sight picture that you desire
for your particular shooting style. Like
sight position, choice of aperture style
and magnification is very personal.
You have to find what gives you the
sight picture you want, and it is proba-
bly not what Super Shooter A uses on
his bow. I recommend that you read
George Tekmitchov’s article about
sight pin styles in the July/August
1999 issue of Archery Focus.

Step 5
Level the Sight Bar to the Riser
If the sight bar is not parallel to the
riser, when you move the sight up and
down your sight pin or scope will also
be traveling left and right. This will
cause your point of impact to move
side to side when you change dis-
tances. It is important that you align
the sight to the riser and not the string

because the string may not be straight
with respect to the bow (as they are in
single cam bows, for example). This
will make sure that what is straight up
to the bow is also straight up to the
sight. To align the sight bar you will
need a small level. Place the bow hori-
zontally on a table and place the level
on the flat part of the sight window
parallel to a line from axle to axle.
Place objects under the bow (books
and magazines are great for this) until
the bubble in the level sits in the mid-
dle. Carefully move the level to the
sight bar and make adjustments to the

bar until the bubble sits in the middle
here as well. Carefully tighten the
screws that hold the sight bar to the
extension. This will take some practice
to do this without moving the bow off
level. This is called leveling the first axis.

Some archers shoot more comfort-
ably or consistently with a natural cant
to the bow. If you get everything lined
up, and find yourself fighting the bub-
ble into the middle, you may need to
angle the sight bar a little so that it is
straight up and down when you are
most comfortable.

Perhaps this is a good time to explain
how levels work. A level is nothing
more than a sealed tube with liquid in
it. The tube is not filled all the way, so
there is an air bubble inside. Since air is
less dense than the liquid in the vial
the air bubble always wants to go to
the top. If the vial is not held perfectly
flat, the bubble does not sit in the mid-
dle. By setting the second axis, the
level in your scope tells you when the
sight bar is vertical.

Step 6
Level the Aperture to the Sight Bar
To level the aperture to the sight bar
(the second axis), remove the sight from
the bow. Now brace or clamp the sight
so that a level on the extension bar and
against the sight bar both read level.
Carefully move the adjustments on the
sight block until the bubble in your
scope also reads in the middle. This
adjustment is important because the
level on your scope is the only one that
is going to stay on the bow when you

are shooting. The bubble should be in
the middle when the sight bar is per-
fectly vertical. This is not the axis that
you want to adjust for a cant. If the
sight bar is not vertical, any elevation
adjustment will effect windage as well.
The level on the extension is important
here to make sure that we are neutral
in the third axis for this adjustment. 

Leveling the third axis is crucial
for making reliable up and downhill
shots. This has been already covered in
a recent article in this magazine [see
Leveling Your Bow Sight for Up and
Down Hill Shooting by John Dudley in
Archery Focus, Vol. 3 No. 2 Ed.].

Step 7 Sight In and Shoot
Now that all three axes of the sight are
aligned, you are ready to go shoot. For
starters, place your aperture directly
above your arrow. This should be very
close for your windage adjustment.
Sight in each distance that you shoot or
try a sight tape program that will cal-
culate your marks for you based on
two sight marks and some measure-
ments from your bow [see Archers
Advantage for Windows by Steve Ruis in
Archery Focus, Vol. 3 No. 5 Ed.]. Either
way, a well-tuned bow with the sight
leveled properly should not require
any major windage adjustments from
distance to distance.

I hope this method is helpful to many
of you. Good luck! Shoot tens! ➷
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David Kronengold is a design engineer for
PSE. He designs wheels and risers for
compound bows and risers for recurve
bows. This is his second article for
Archery Focus magazine.

Leveling the sight bar to the riser

There are jigs such as this one
from Medicine stone that allow
you to adjust all three axes.

Leveling the aperture to the sight bar.



Coming Events

For Detailed Tournament Information, Contact

ASA (Archery Shooters Association)
770-795-0232
www.asaarchery.com

Buckmasters
800-240-3337
www.buckmasters.com

FITA (International Federation of Target Archers)
41-21-614-3050
www.worldsport.com/worldsport/sports/archery/

IBO (International Bowhunters Organization)
216-967-2137
www.ibo.net

NAA (National Archery Association)
719-578-4621
www.usarchery.org

NABH (North American Bowhunter)
800-224-4990
www.hunting.net/nab/

7-9 California Indoor Tulare, CA FITA

8-9 Three Rivers Classic Murrysville, PA FITA

9 Illinois JOAD Indoor Batavia, IL FITA

9 French Individual Archery Meeting France FITA

11-16 European Cup - Pursuit, Sprint, Relay Moscow FITA

15 New Years FITA Mays Landing, NJ FITA

15 Penn Indoor East Reading, PA FITA

15 Penn Indoor West Sharpsville, PA FITA

15-16 National Ski-Archery Championships Park City, UT NAA

15-16 European Cup – Pursuit Germany FITA

23 French Individual Archery Meeting France FITA

28-29 FITA Indoor Lakeland, FL FITA

28-30 AMO Show Indianapolis, IN AMO

29-28 Utah Classic Salt Lake City, UT FITA

29-30 European Cup – Relay Italy FITA

J A N U A R Y

Date Event Location Assn
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March 3-5 National Indoor Championships Various Sites FITA

March 3-5 European Championship – Relay Pokljuka, Slovenia FITA

March 10-12 World Archery Festival, Sands Expo Center Las Vegas, NV NFAA

March 10-12 European Championship – Pursuit Germany FITA

March 15-16 Continental Olympic Qualification Tournament Suva, Fiji Islands FITA

March 17-19 2000 Georgia Championship (Pnzl Pro/Am Tour) Valdosta, GA IBO

March 25-26 NFAA Indoor Nationals Tulsa, OK NFAA



For Detailed Tournament Information, Contact

4-6 Austrian Individual Archery Meeting Austria FITA

5 NAA College E-Mail Tournament-Month Four Results Are Due NAA

5-6 French Individual Archery Meeting France FITA

5-6 European Cup – Relay France FITA

11-13 New Jersey Indoor Clifton, NJ FITA

12-13 The 2000 I.B.O. Winternationals Phoenix, Az IBO

12 Virginia Indoor Centreville, VA FITA

12-13 Texas Indoor Austin, TX FITA

12-13 Utah State Indoor Salt Lake City, UT FITA

13 French Individual Archery Meeting France FITA

18 NM JOAD Indoor Rio Rancho, NM NAA

18-20 2000 Florida Championship (Pnzl Pro/Am Tour) Gainesville, FL IBO

19-20 Swiss Individual Archery Meeting Switzerland FITA

19-20 NAA NM Indoor Rio Rancho, NM FITA

19-20 Arizona Indoor Phoenix, AZ FITA

19-20 Ohio Indoor Dayton, OH FITA

20 Illinois Indoor Batavia, IL FITA

25-27 New England Star FITA Franklin, MA NAA

26 Utah JOAD Indoor Salt Lake City, UT NAA

26-27 French Individual Archery Meeting France FITA

F E B R U A R Y

Date Event Location Assn

NFAA (National Field Archery Association) 
800-811-2331
www.nfaa-archery.org/

Pennwoods Traditional Bowhunter
412-845-7454

Seneca Tri-State Traditional Archers 
412-884-4760

Becoming an Outdoors Woman 
715-228-2070

Wolf Track Archery Club
612-780-3965

Northstar Sportsmans Club 
218-547-3890

Indiana Bow and Gun Club
412-726-1111 or 412-465-2889

Powder Monkey 3-D
412-845-7454 or 412-845-6993
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In October, the National
Archery Association

Board of Governors select-
ed Denise Parker (Salt
Lake City, UT) and Vic
Wunderle (Mason City, IL)
as its female and male
Athletes of the Year for
1999. The NAA also select-
ed the Men’s World Target
Championship Compound
Bow Team of Terry
Ragsdale (Tucson, AZ),
Dave Cousins (Salt Lake
City, UT),  and Dee Wilde
(Pocatello, ID) as its Team
of the Year. All selections
are eligible for the United States Olympic Committee’s
Athlete and Team of the Year awards.

In July, Parker won her fifth National Target
Championship and first since 1993. In doing so, she set a
national record with a 50-meter double score of 666 and tied
a national record with a 50-meter single round of 334.
Parker also won the Arizona Cup and Texas Spring FITA,
placed second at the U.S. Open and finished third at the
National Indoor.

In August, Parker won the individual bronze and team
gold medals at the Pan American Games in Winnipeg and
tied her own Pan Am Games record with a 12-arrow score
of 110. She placed 41st at the
World Target Championships and
qualified for her third Olympic
Games by finishing third at the
Olympic Trials in September.
Parker ended the year ranked #1
in the United States and is cur-
rently #27 in the world. This
marks her fifth NAA Athlete of
the Year honor. She was previous-
ly named in 1987, 1989, 1991 and
1992.

Wunderle won his second
straight National Target Champ-

ionship in 1999 with a con-
vincing 29-point victory.
He also set three national
records in the process for
double FITA score (2,659),
30-meter single (359) and
30-meter double (714), and
tied the tournament record
for single FITA round
(1,340). Wunderle went on
to win his second consecu-
tive U.S. Open as well.

He was a member of
the U.S. World Indoor
Team that set a world
record with a score of 268,
and the U.S. World Target

Team that captured the bronze medal. Wunderle placed
17th at the World Target Championships and won the indi-
vidual silver and team gold medals at the Pan American
Games. He was the top qualifier at the U.S. Olympic Trials
in September, besting the rest of the field by 94 points, and
was the highest U.S. male at the Sydney Golden Arrow with
a 10th-place finish. Wunderle is currently ranked #27 in the
world and #2 in the U.S. He was also named NAA Athlete
of the Year in 1994.

The men’s compound team of Cousins, Ragsdale and
Wilde set a world record on its way to winning the World
Target Championships held in France, July 22-29. In its

opening round 265-247 win over
South Africa, the U.S. score of 265
surpassed the previous mark of
262 set by the U.S. earlier in the
year. It marked the first team gold
medal for the U.S. compound bow
team at the World Target
Championships since its inclusion
in the program in 1995.

Denise Parker and Vic Wunderle
Named Archery Athletes of the Year

N A A  N E W S

Men’s Compound World Target Team Honored
as Team of the Year

Men’s Compound Team—World Champions (l to r), Coach
Bob Romero, Dee Wilde, Logan Wilde, Terry Ragsdale, and
Dave Cousins.

Denise Parker competing in the Pan
American Games in Winnipeg where she
won individual bronze and team gold.

Vic Wunderle on his way to winning
his second straight National Target

Championship.
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The 1999 World Wheelchair Games were held October 10-
16 in Christchurch, New Zealand. The event consisted

of a full FITA and an Olympic Round. This was also the
only international qualifying event for the 2000
Paralympics in Sydney, Australia. So, the United States
team had a couple of motives for performing well at this
event. As a result of participation at these world games we
were able to name our 2000 Paralympic Archery Team.

In the W-1 division we will have Larry
Townes from Six Lakes, Mich-igan, Sid
Williams from Roy, Utah, and Aaron Cross
from St. Cloud, Minnesota. Head Coach
will be Glen Harris of Langley,
Washington, and personal care attendant
will be Beth Emeterio from Stone
Mountain, Georgia. The International
Paralympic Committee is inviting only the
top 10 individuals in the world in this divi-
sion and we were able to capture three of
those positions, thus confirming the U.S.
participation for each of these individuals
and also to compete in the team event at the 2000
Paralympic Games.

It was early spring in New Zealand and the weather
was very unpredictable. Mostly it was very windy, cold and
wet, with heavy hail on the second day of the FITA. After
seeding was complete Gregg Vowell (Lake Zurich, Ill.)

found himself in a quarterfinal match in the open com-
pound division with the number one seed. This being
Gregg’s first international event, he proved to be on top of
his game that day by defeating his opponent and moving
onto the semi-finals before ultimately succumbing in the
bronze-medal match. It was a really great showing for his
first international event.

Aaron Cross found himself in a quarterfinal match in
W-1 division. He was tied after the first two
ends, up by two points after three ends,
and lost by one point in the last end. The
high point for Aaron was he scored his
highest FITA score for the year in spite of
the foul weather and assured himself a
qualifying score for the Paralympics.

Struggling with weather related equip-
ment problems throughout the competi-
tion, Larry Townes and Sid Williams found
themselves shooting against each other in
the first pass of the W-1 division. Larry
Townes eventually went on and lost to the

eventual Gold Medalist. However, due to scores shot earli-
er in the year, both Larry and Sid were able to secure posi-
tions for the U.S. at the Paralympic Games.

All in all, a very successful outing for the USA and we
move on to the big show in Sydney, Australia in 2000!

U. S. Secures Paralympic Spots 
at 1999 World Wheelchair Games

by Glen Harris, Head Coach U.S. World Wheelchair Archery Team

Through the generous contribution of Mary Easton (wife
of Mr. Doug Easton), a scholarship program was estab-

lished at Claremont McKenna College (CMC) in Claremont,
California. Claremont McKenna College is a small liberal
arts college in Southern California with very high academic
standards. The construction of an archery field is being
funded by the Mary Easton Trust and the athletic depart-
ment will be outfitted with archery equipment by the
Easton Sports Development Foundation (ESDF).

An annual full scholarship is now available for students
who meet the College’s academic entry requirements and
who have a background in archery. Primary consideration
for the scholarship will be given to experienced archers
with Olympic Games participation as a personal goal.
Individuals should also have some background or experi-
ence in archery instruction and have a willingness to assist
the college athletic director in developing and maintaining
an archery course and recreational program at the College.

In addition, individuals should be able to demonstrate a
need for some level of financial aid in accordance with
College scholarship rules.

The value of this full scholarship is significant and can
fund up to 100% of the cost of attending one of the finest
small colleges in the country. Those young archers who
meet the archery requirements outlined above, along with
being able to demonstrate some need and have an out-
standing academic record are encouraged to request infor-
mation from the NAA. The names of the applicants
approved by the NAA and the ESDF will be submitted to
CMC for final selection based on their scholarship criteria.
Either one full scholarship or several partial scholarships
may be awarded.
Letters of interest should be directed to:

National Archery Association
One Olympic Plaza
Colorado Springs, CO 80909

Mary Easton Scholarship Founded



NAA Membership 
ONLY ONE MAILING PER HOUSEHOLD 

 

       CATEGORY                                                                  ANNUAL DUES 
 

   ADULT  (single male or female over 18 years old)                            $32.00 
   ADULT ADD-ON                                                                              $10.00 
 

        BENEFITS  
        * Membership in your NAA-Chartered State Association                        * State and National rankings 
        * NAA membership card                                                                          * Active Athlete Insurance 
          * U.S. Olympic Archery Team supporter                                                 * Leadership opportunities on local, state and 
          * Opportunity to become a member of the U.S. Archery Teams                 national committees and boards               
              which compete in International and National events                   * Subscription to Official NAA newsletter, Nock-Nock 
          * Competition and instruction through club programs                    * Training Camps 
          * Instructor and coach certification                                                          * Lifetime friendships in “�The Sport for a Lifetime”� 
          * Event notices and communication updates                                            * Subscription to Official NAA Magazine  
          * NAA decal with new membership                                                  
            
   COLLEGIATE (full-time student)                                                                $15.00 
 

          BENEFITS 
          * Collegiate All-American Program  
          * All the benefits of adult membership excluding Official Magazine                 
 

   YOUTH (18 years old & under)                                                                     $15.00 (1st Youth) 
   YOUTH ADD-ON (same family/address as Youth 1st member)                             $  8 .00  (each Add-on) 
 

          BENEFITS 
        * Membership in your NAA-Chartered State Association                        * State and National rankings 
        * NAA membership card                                                                          * Active Athlete Insurance 
          * Competition and instruction through club programs                    * Training Camps, Junior Judges Program 
          * Junior Olympic Archery Development Program                                   * Lifetime friendships in “�The Sport for a Lifetime”� 
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          * Opportunity to purchase Archery Focus magazine subscription           * Opportunity to become a member of the U.S. Archery Team 
          *  NAA decal with new membership                                                           which compete in International and National events 
          * Subscription to Official NAA newsletter, Nock-Nock 
 
 

   FAMILY                                                                                            $55.00 per family 
 
        *The same benefits as an Adult member as described above, allowing savings for larger NAA member families. 
 

SOMETHING FOR EVERYONE!!! 
 
•� Recurve, Compound, Crossbow and Flight Divisions 
•� College Divisions 
•� Junior Olympic Archery Development (JOAD) 
•� Archers with Disabilities Programs 
•� Indoor, Outdoor, Field, Collegiate, Ski-Archery and JOAD National and World Events 
•� Club, State and Regional Tournaments 
•� Olympic and Pan American Games 
•� Junior and Senior U.S. Archery Teams Camps and Training 
•� Educational Programs for Coaches and Judges 
•� Grant and Scholarship Programs 

National Archery Association 
One Olympic Plaza 

 Colorado Springs, CO 80909 
                     Tel (719) 578-4576  

                       Fax (719) 632-4733 
                                                                                                                                                            

10/99
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NAA INDIVIDUAL MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION 
 Return to: National Archery Association of the U.S., One Olympic Plaza, Colorado Springs, CO 80909 

 Check one 

New        Renewal 

 MEMBER NAME ________________________________________________________________________________ 

 STREET ADDRESS______________________________________________________________________________ 

 CITY_______________________________________  STATE_______________  ZIP CODE___________________ 

 HOME TEL. (_______)_____________________________  OFFICE TEL.(_______)_________________________ 

 FAX # (_______)_______________________________  DATE OF BIRTH________________   

 PRIMARY DISCIPLINE: _______recurve;_______compound;_______other:________________________________________ 

 SOCIAL SECURITY NUMBER:_________-______-___________ (Used as membership number, and to keep from duplicating records) 

 CLUB AFFILIATION (If any) ______________________________________________________________________ 

 Check one 
Adult ($32) 
Adult + Adult Add-On ($32 + $10).…�(Please list name and D.O.B. of Adult Add-on 19 years & older) 

 
     Add-On Name___________________________________    D.O.B. __________  (____recurve;____compound;____other);  
 

Family Membership ($55)   (Place Names & Dates of Birth of additional family members below). 
 
     Add-On(s) _____________________________________      D.O.B. __________ (____recurve;____compound;____other) 
                       _____________________________________      D.O.B. __________ (____recurve;____compound;____other) 
                       _____________________________________      D.O.B. __________ (____recurve;____compound:____other) 
                       _____________________________________      D.O.B. __________ (____recurve;____compound;____other) 
                       _____________________________________      D.O.B. __________ (____recurve;____compound;____other) 
 

Youth ($25) Includes Archery Focus 
Youth ($15) Without Archery Focus 

 
Youth Add-On(s) ($8 each additional child to a Youth membership) 

 
         Add-On(s) ____________________________________    D.O.B. __________ (____recurve;____compound;____other) 
                          ____________________________________     D.O.B. __________ (____recurve;____compound;____other) 
                          ____________________________________     D.O.B. __________ (____recurve;____compound:____other) 
                          ____________________________________     D.O.B. __________ (____recurve;____compound;____other) 
 

Collegiate ($25) Includes Archery Focus 

Collegiate ($15) Without Archery Focus 
 

 Name of College/University:_______________________________________________  Planned graduation date:___________ 

 ——————————————————————————————————————�——————————————� 
  

 AMOUNT OF CHECK ENCLOSED $_____________________; or...please charge my credit card (below)       
 

 CREDIT CARD:  _____VISA   _____MasterCard;    Card #:___________________________________ Exp.  Date___________ 
 

 SIGNATURE_____________________________________________________________________________________________       
 

 “�I understand $5.00 of my membership goes toward a year subscription to the NAA newsletter, “�Nock-Nock.”�. 
 

NOTE TO FOREIGN ME MBERS  Please add US$20 to 
your annual membership dues for cost of overseas postage.
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The NAA recently offered Level 3 Coaching Certification Courses
at both the ARCO and Lake Placid Olympic Training Centers, as
well as a Level 4 course at ARCO. This was my fourth year teach-
ing the sport psychology section of these courses. I had a great
time teaching because all 50 coaches were so enthusiastic about
sport psychology! I also realized that all coaches, regardless of
experience, should be teaching their students mental skills. This
article, as well as the next, is for all coaches who wish to help their
students be mentally tough!

What is the role of a coach?
Most people think a coach’s major role is to teach the
mechanics of archery, that is how to shoot a bow. This is a
good start! I tend to believe a coach’s role goes far beyond
teaching physical skills, especially for students who wish
to compete. I believe it’s a coach’s responsibility to help
their students develop the capacity to apply their skills in
competition. What is required to do this?
• Finding out from your students why they shoot and

what they want out of shooting. 
• Finding out what their expectations are of you, as their

coach. 
• Creating a motivating atmosphere.
• Encouraging them to be disciplined and mentally tough

in pursuing their goals. 
• Teaching them to tune their own equipment (boys and

girls) so that they are not dependent on you in competi-
tions.

• Helping them to learn and use mental skills as necessary,
as soon as they begin to shoot.

Communication
First, it’s important to find out from each of your students
why they’re in archery so that you can individualize your

coaching style. For example, your coaching style for a nine
year old who shoots only because her parents insist that
she do so should be different from what it would be for an
18 year old archer who is willing to do anything it takes to
win the state championships. Schedule a private meeting
with each of your students at the beginning of every season
to examine (or reexamine) what they want out of shooting
(It can change!). This is also a good time to talk about and
write down goals. (I’ll talk more about goal setting in Part
2.) 

Second, every archer has different expectations of their
coach and it’s important to know those so that you can best
meet the archer’s needs. Expectations can vary tremen-
dously depending on who the person is, how old they are,
and what their level of shooting is. Some students like to be
told what to do; others like to be asked. Some need lots of
praise; others would rather be left alone. Some like imme-
diate feedback after shooting poorly; others like to wait
until they’ve had a chance to think about it themselves. 

The only way to find out what your students expect is
to ask. Through open and honest communication, a coach
and student can decide if the expectations are realistic. For
example, if a student expects a coach to assemble and dis-
assemble his bow each day and to give him warm praise
for every score of ten, then a coach can let him know up
front whether she’s able (or willing) to do that. Then again,
if a student has no expectations except to be taught how to

M E N TA L  S K I L L S

“Flinging arrows” is not only a
waste of the shooter’s time, but
develops very poor physical and
mental habits.“

Coaching and Sport Psychology

Making Your Students ...

Mentally Tough
Part 1

by Lisa Franseen, Ph.D.



shoot, then this is a great time to educate him on all the
things you’d be willing to do.

Motivation
The motivation levels of archers are greatly influenced by
their coaches. At some point, yes, it is up to archers to moti-
vate themselves. I’m certainly not asking coaches to do a
song-and-dance to entertain their students! On the other
hand, motivation is highest when: 

Practice is creative and varied. This makes archery more
fun; “Having Fun” is the #1 reason people shoot.

Students get acknowledged for things they do well. This

includes praise for effort and persistence, improvements,
good sportsmanship, cooperation, and for patience. Be
aware that praise is given not only through the words you
use, but also through how the words are spoken, and
through your body language.

Practice has purpose. When students have goals to work
on that day they are more focused, motivated, and satisfied
with how they’ve spent their time. All these things further
increase motivation. “Flinging arrows” is not only a waste
of the shooter’s time, but develops very poor physical and
mental habits. 

Discipline and Mental Toughness 
Discipline and mental toughness are best learned when
practice is a challenge. When I work with archers, I like to
find out what it’s like where they practice at home. More
times than not, it’s either in their backyard or a big empty
field or park where few others are lingering. They usually
shoot alone, “in their own worlds,” or at least apart from
other shooters. In my experience, most archers are also
“fair weather shooters” which means they only like to
shoot when it is not raining, too cold or hot, or windy. Why
do so many archers shoot under these conditions? I’ve
asked and heard: “I’m working on my form.” “I’m trying
to get my FITA scores up.” “I’m building my confidence.”
“I don’t have access to any other place.” 

It sounds good, but here’s the problem with this type
of practice environment: for those who plan to compete,
this type of environment does not prepare you to deal
effectively with the pressures and the distractions present
at competitions. Remember, you are practicing to shoot
well in competition, not practicing to shoot well in practice.
For those who don’t plan to compete, there is nothing
wrong with being a fair weather archer. Following are
some ideas to make your student’s practice environment
one which will best prepare them, mentally and physically,
for competition:

1. Shoot in the rain!
2. Shoot when it’s “too hot!”
3. Shoot when it’s “too cold!”
4. Shoot in the wind — wind from the left, the right,

behind, head on, swirling, gusty, and intermittent!
5. Shoot alone only when there is an urgent need to

focus on skill and technique.
6. Use a light or timer for shooting ends and elimina-

tion rounds.
7. Use a whistle to signal the beginning of an End.
8. Overly focus on score — the members of a club can

all watch an archer shoot and have someone call out
the scores.

9. When practicing head-to-head competition, have the
two archers shoot alternately, as well as simultane-
ously.

10. Practice shooting with enthusiasm when you really
don’t want to shoot at all. “Fake it” if you must.

11. No whining. Ever.
12. No blaming. Ever.
13. Create distractions. Have everyone in the group

stand too close together on the line. Whisper dis-
tracting things to an archer at full draw. Have archers
stand on uneven surfaces. Shine a bright light
towards their face or throw a glare on the target.

In Part 2 of this article, in the next issue of Archery Focus,
Dr. Franseen will discuss specific ways that coaches can

introduce mental skills to their students and integrate men-
tal skills training into daily practice. Additionally, Dr.
Franseen will discuss the importance of getting honest
feedback from your students about your coaching and will
share with you her favorite evaluation form. Stay tuned! ➷
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Dr. Lisa Franseen is a clinical and
sport psychologist in Denver,
Colorado and works with athletes
throughout the U.S. She first began
working with archery in 1994 while
at the Olympic Training Center in
Colorado Springs. From there, she
has continued to help archers of all
levels improve their performance
through mental skills training,
including elite archers at USAT

training camps, international competitions, and the Olympic
Games. Lisa also teaches sport psychology for the NAA Level 3
and 4 Archery Coaching Certification Courses.

”Ideas for practice? ... 
11. No whining. Ever.
12. No blaming. Ever...“
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Often times, I head off to a tournament thinking that I have every-
thing—got my bow, got arrows—what else is there? I never used
to realize what I was missing until I was actually there. 

The easiest way of heading off potential disaster is to
make a list. Before doing that, I also like to do a little

classification of ‘typical’ archers. Different archers have dif-
ferent levels of equipment they like to bring with them.
There some who are confident with only their bow and a
dozen arrows. Other archers have all of the latest gadgets;
from wind speed reading devices to telescopes that can see
the other side of the moon; they might even have a GPS if
you ask! Finally, there are the archers who pack everything;
back ups for backups, every kind of inclement weather gear
possible, even extra safety
pins for back numbers.
However, there is a happy
medium between these
extremes. You should exam-
ine your own comfort zone;
are you comfortable having
the minimal equipment need-
ed? Or do you feel more con-
fident having all of the extras
that you aren’t likely to need? Each archer needs to weigh
these issues as well as the question of convenience after
looking into the recommendations below.

First, examine the specific tournament’s location. It is
easy to bring lots of stuff to a local or regional tournament;
if you’re driving, chairs, tarps, cooler, and other accessories
are easy to throw in the trunk. If you are flying, some of
these things are not as feasible. For archers who are frequent
travelers, there are a variety of camping items that make
travel lighter. Folding chairs and coolers are great additions

to your list. 

International travel is a subject in itself. It is especially
important to look at where you are going. Some places are

going to be less of a shock than others; don’t expect that you
will be able to just buy something that you forgot.
Sometimes you can find it or a good substitute, but not
always. Specifically, recheck toiletries, and make sure you
have adequate shooting clothes. It is important to remem-
ber differences in electrical outlets, specifically voltages.
Just because you have a plug that fits doesn’t mean your
curling iron isn’t going to explode when you hook it up!
Food is an issue, too. Small items can be lifesavers if the
local cuisine doesn’t agree with you. Personal favorites of

mine are as follows: pow-
dered drinks, tuna fish or
canned chicken, crackers, cans
of fruit, granola bars or power
bars, and peanut butter.
Packaged items travel well. 

Along with location are
concerns of inclement weath-
er. Checking out the forecast
for that area on TV or the

Internet before you leave is always a smart idea. This way,
there is a good likelihood that you will have a general idea
of what to expect. I suggest always having at least minimal
rain gear. (Be sure to try shooting in your stuff before trying
it out in competition.) If you can find good quality raingear
that you can shoot in, it’s a good investment. I just tend to
buy the cheap stuff as it is easy to work with because it
tends to be thin, however, some brands rip easily. A big
umbrella is also a good investment; this can double as cover
while sitting and while walking to the target (rain or shine!).

What Do You Really Need?

Tournament

by Jessica Carlson

Preparation

“Other archers have all of the
latest gadgets; they might even
have a GPS if you ask!“
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Hot weather calls for sunscreen; towels are good to have on
your quiver to dry off your grip, some archers also like to
have powder for this. Hats, spray bottles, hand-held fans,
swimming towels or those necktie things can keep you cool.
(Be advised that sunscreen can come off wet skin and can
leave you more open to sun-poisoning.) Boots are a really
good investment; if it’s warm and you like wet feet, sandals
or water shoes clean up
easily. Throw in a towel
or two; it’s good to clean
water off your bow and
the chairs always seem to
have dew on them! 

Cold weather can be
challenging, especially if
you are not prepared to shoot in bulky gear. I find that vests
work well by keeping your core warm and minimizing
clearance difficulties. Wearing a jacket when not shooting
keeps your muscles warm in the down time. Tight fitting
garments such as long underwear can also be helpful. One
of the most important things can be keeping your fingers
warm; cold fingers coming off the string are one of the most
painful experiences I’ve had in archery! There are a lot of
cheap hand warmers out there, and having an old pair of
gloves or mittens around can be great for walking down to
the target. Having some sort of bug spray on hand can be
needed in some locations. I also recommend a small first aid
kit; a little one will fit conveniently in your bow case. Make
sure you have Band-Aids, aspirin or ibuprofen, gauze and
tape, a bee-sting kit, and eye drops or extra contact supplies
if this applies to you.

Next, look at the duration of the tournament. If I’m
going for a one-day shoot I do not bring as much stuff as I
do for the weeklong Nationals competition. Long tourna-
ments can be very draining, so it is doubly important to
have adequate shade, and to take care of yourself. 

On to equipment. A quick word on spotting scopes and
binoculars. This is a personal preference. I like the free-

dom of moving on and off the line without a scope; howev-
er, binoculars are harder to focus and do not always have as
clear of a picture as a scope. I suggest trying each one out.
Make sure that your binoculars are easily removable from
your quiver, the less effort to reach them the better. Make
sure you have a cover and a towel for your scope, it gets
hard to see when it’s wet.

Not everyone is blessed with two complete set-ups. If
you have only one bow, there are a few things I would sug-
gest bringing along as back up. An extra bowstring, an extra
tab (broken in, of course), and a bow-sling are bare mini-
mums. I would highly recommend a minimum of 12
arrows; if a bale falls over, you can still finish the shoot.
Limbs break more often than risers do, so if you cannot get
a second bow, look into just getting limbs.

There are a variety of little things that can come in
handy. Nocking points, serving string, extra sight pin (if
you have a breakable type), arm guard, nocks (replacement

and a set of different colored ones), fletchings, fletching jig,
and points. If you are driving, there are some great mini-
torches that use cigarette lighters for fuel that can fix a cou-
ple of arrows in a pinch; however, the airlines have regula-
tions against flying with propane.

If you have two set-ups, the above things can still come
in handy. Not everyone who has two bows has managed to

get them set up exactly the
same, but it does make it a
little easier if you get in a
pinch and something major
breaks.

Iadvise you to look into
each tournament individ-

ually. Make a bag of stuff that you take to each one with the
minimal stuff, then add the extras for each particular tour-
nament. Being prepared can make the shoot run a lot
smoother. When you know that you have everything no
matter what situation arises, it is easier to be calm, confi-
dent, and focused on what you came to do: shooting your
best! ➷

Jessica Carlson last wrote for Archery Focus magazine in the September
/ October 1998 issue on the subject of college archery. We hope to see
more of Jessica in the future. Ed.

“Just because you have a plug that
fits doesn’t mean your curling iron
isn’t going to explode when you
hook it up!”



Anyone remember shooting the Jennings Split-T bow from 1979?
It was the first bow with a cable guard and mine shot extremely
well. I hadn’t owned it for long when someone noticed that the
wheels tipped to the side a little. Well, more than a little, a lot. I
hadn’t noticed because I was busy aiming and shooting arrows
into the x-ring. 

The wheel tip bothered some people. It bothered so many peo-
ple that Jennings had to do something to eliminate it from their
bows and the yoke system was invented. For the most part it
eliminated the wheel tip but some bows still had it. In fact, some
bows still have it today and people are concerned that it’s a prob-
lem. 

Wheel Tip, Accuracy, And Durability
Does wheel tip affect accuracy? It didn’t on my ’79 Split-T
but it did affect durability. Wheel axle bearings tend to
wear rather quickly when the wheels lean to one side and
eventually that affects accuracy, but in the short term wheel
tip does not affect accuracy. 

Since most of us like to keep a good bow for the long
term we must be concerned about wheel tipping and what
it will do after a year of shooting. As wheel bearings wear
and the wheel tips even more, accuracy disappears, noise
and vibration creep into the system on each and every shot
and what was once a good bow becomes a bow that does
not respond to any method of tuning. So, before that point
we need to make some adjustments to eliminate wheel tip-
ping and save our bow from gradual deterioration.

The Cause
The design of the compound bow is part of the cause of
wheel tipping. At full draw the cable system carries three
to six times as much force as does the string. Since the cable
hooks on the right side (for right-handers) of the wheel,

that side carries more force and
torque pulls that side of the axle
toward the bow middle. When it
does, the top wheel tips to the
right at brace and at full draw.
The bottom wheel tips the other
way as shown in Figure 1. True,
some bows only show tip at full
draw but the cause is the same,
the limbs are acting a little differ-
ent. 

The other cause is the stoutness of the split-limb tips.
On any limb having a cutout for the wheel, the two tips can
have different stiffness and bend different amounts. As
they do, the wheel and axle tilt down on the weak side
which is easily noticed when a wheel tips away from the
cable side. 

Adjustments
When adjusting for wheel tip start with the bow in brace
position. Using the adjustments listed below you can first
eliminate the tip when the bow is at rest then make adjust-
ments for tipping at full draw until you eliminate most or
all of it. Be careful, if you make a lot of adjustments and
destroy the grouping ability of the bow, then you haven’t
improved your situation. In that case you may have to live
with a little tipping in order to keep the groups.

Yoke Adjustments 
The split-yoke system (see Figure 2 – left) offers the easiest
way to adjust for wheel/axle tipping. This is the system
with the cable that splits about eight to ten inches from the
wheel and anchors to either side of the axle. Usually the
top axle tips down on the left side (for right-handers) so
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Fig. 1 The cable guard of
a compound bow pulls the
cables which pull the
wheels out of line.(not to
scale)

Wheel Ti
pby Larry Wise
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shortening the right half (the cable guard side) of the yoke
will bring the axle into a horizontal position. Don’t overdo
this as the axle may tip in the other direction.

If your yoke system has a separate yoke harness as
shown in Figure 2 – right, or no yoke at all, then you have
no way to adjust wheel tipping with the yoke. You do have
the option of moving the wheel left or right on it’s axle.
This may change the load placement on the axle enough to
improve the tipping situation. Usually the top axle tips
down on the right side when no yoke is used so move the
wheels to the left to lessen the tipping. This changes center-
shot so relocate your arrow rest to match the wheels.

The cable guard you use and it’s placement may affect
the amount of wheel/axle tipping on your bow. The fur-
ther away from the string line you move your cables the
more torque is placed on the cables and the more tipping

they will cause. Keep the
cables as close to the
string line as you can
without allowing fletch
contact. Powder test
your cables to be sure
the fletching is passing
without contact.

If your bow is
equipped with a shoot-
through harness system
then you can twist to
shorten one side or the
other until tipping is
eliminated. This cable
system needs no cable
guard since it’s split for
most of its length and
the arrow shoots
through it. Do try to

keep axle-to-axle distances near equal on
both sides of the bow.

The last resort and maybe the root of
the problem are the limbs. If one side of a
limb is weaker than the other side then the
limb will tip as torque is applied to the axle
when the bow is drawn. Your simplest
option in this case is to swap the two limbs;
move the top limb to the bottom and bot-
tom to the top. This move has helped some
bows that I’ve worked with, but not all
since it really depends on the particular
pair of limbs you have. 

The single cam bow has no yoke on the
bottom wheel and, therefore, its
wheel/axle tip cannot be adjusted. The sin-
gle cam is also very thick leaving little
space on the axle for left-right relocation so
you may not be able to change the tipping
of the bottom limb with any simple adjust-
ment.

The last resort you have for wheel/axle tipping is to
replace the limbs with new ones. This involves money,
time, and shipping unless the limbs are still under warran-
ty. Although today’s limbs are all of high quality, they are

not perfect and when you get one that tips no matter what
adjustment you make, replace it. If you don’t, wear and
tear on the axle and bearing will eventually take its toll.

Shoot Testing
The bottom line for any adjustment we make on a bow is
its grouping ability. If it doesn’t group well or keeps shoot-
ing that wild flyer now and then, why shoot it. If you make
adjustments but the bow shoots worse then make some
other adjustment instead. Most bows will shoot well and
last a long time so work to eliminate wheel tip and main-
tain groups.

Shoot straight, keep well. ➷

“... in the short term,
wheel tip does not
affect accuracy.”
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Larry Wise is an archery coach and an author of four books on
archery:
• Tuning Your Compound Bow
• Tuning Your Broadheads
• Bow and Arrow
• A Complete Guide to Tuning and Shooting 

Your 3-D Bow
All are available from: Larry Wise, RR#3, Box 678,

Mifflintown, PA 17059

Fig. 2  Yoke systems may involve a
split cable (left)  or a separate yoke
cable (right).
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This is the first of a series of articles on tra-
ditional, instinctive archery—the archery
of Robin Hood, Fred Bear, and Howard
Hill. It is not presented as the best way to
make all your arrows go in the bull’s eye at
a known distance and from a variety of
positions. It is the archery of the great
bowhunters of the past.

In order to become proficient at hitting
both still and moving targets without
using a sight or direct sighting tech-
nique, one must combine the man, his

eyes, his muscles, his bones,
his brain, and his bow and
arrow into one efficient
machine that operates
smoothly and rhythmically
to deliver the arrow to its
mark. Anything that inter-
feres with the efficiency of
this machine will make him less effec-
tive as an archer and a bowhunter

The basic steps are exactly what
you will find in any good archery
book, from stance, to loosing the

arrow, to follow-
through. We will men-
tion each step here.
Then the following
articles will cover each
one in depth and will
tell you how they relate
to each other. This will
help you to understand
why and how differ-
ences in the ultimate
goal of the archer make
minor, but important,
differences in form and
technique that make
instinctive shooting
possible. These chang-
es can make you a top
instinctive traditional
archer and bow hunter.

Stance You should have your
weight evenly distributed upon both
feet. Knees should be unlocked for a
traditional shooter, but not squatting
like a frog starting his leap. Shoulders
should be in line with the mark (tar-
get).

Bow Hand With the bow resting on
the base of the thumb hold the bow
lightly like a bird; too loose it will fly
away, too tight and you will choke it to
death.

String Hand and Arm The string
should he pulled back until there is a
straight line from the point of the
arrow through the drawing arm’s
elbow. This will help locate your
anchor point. Because everyone is put
together differently, so will everyone’s
correct anchor point be different.

Aiming We are talking instinctive,
but we will take up several methods.

Traditional 
Instinctive Shooting

T R A D I T I O N A L

At Unknown Distances and Moving Targets (Part of a Series)

By Dan Quillian

Figure 1 This life-sized charging elephant has a small kill area on
the throat and the archer must shoot as it breaks through the
brush then get out of the way. The elephant is riding on a down-
hill cable and boosted by a long piece of surgical rubber tubing.
Each archer pushes the elephant back up the hill after he shoots.

“Any archer who learns to shoot
correctly with properly matched
equipment will be a good archer. 
Any archer who continues to prac-
tice his mistakes and shoots poorly
matched equipment will never
reach his potential.“



Concentration While your eves are focused on the
impact point, you will learn to see the arrow in your periph-
eral vision. Do not look directly at the arrow.

Release Releasing your arrow is a totally independent
movement. It should happen without relaxing your pull on
the bow or throwing your bow hand. 

Followthrough A good followthrough is the direct result
of good technique before the release. 

Any archer who learns to shoot correctly with properly matched
equipment will be a good archer. Any archer who continues to
practice his mistakes and shoots poorly matched equipment will
never reach his potential.

The following section and subsequent articles in this series
will take up in depth each of the many facets of instinctive
shooting listed above.

Stance (for a right handed shooter)
Left shoulder toward the target, knees unlocked, but not
bent when on level ground. Weight placed equally on both
feet. Face turned squarely toward the mark. Muscles
relaxed. Bow held lightly at the left side. Fingers of the right
hand correctly placed on the string.

If you are shooting up or down bend from the knees
and the waist so that the arms and shoulders always main-
tain the same relationship to the bow at a full draw. Never
drop your bow arm to shoot down from a tree; bend from
the waist and knees. When shooting to the right or left such
as swinging on a moving target your arms and shoulders

must retain the same
relationship while all
of the motion follow-
ing the target must
come from below the
waist. This is the rea-
son the lower half of
your body and your
legs must remain
loose and flexible.

The accompany-
ing pictures are from
the Howard Hill
World Longbow
Championship. June
2000 will be the twen-
tieth time this shoot
has been held. It is
put on by Jerry Hill
and the Howard Hill
Family. ➷
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Dan Quillian is a member of the Southeastern Outdoor Press
Association  and the Outdoor Writer's Association of America.
Dan put the first commercial tree
stand on the market and helped
popularize treestand hunting. He
has designed all types of bows –
compounds, re-curves and tradi-
tional bows and is constantly work-
ing with them to learn what makes
them shoot well.

Dan has taught, or helped,
thousands of bow-hunters in
his bow clinics, both locally
and nationally. He had, and
has since sold, an internation-
ally known business specializing in all types of archery
products, and ran an indoor archery range and pro shop.

Dan has produced, and is successfully marketing in the
US and abroad, a video tape on traditional archery tech-
niques.

Figure 2 Note the position of the left foot as it is on higher ground. The knee
is bent while bending from the waist to keep the proper arm and shoulder
alignment The target is a charging rhino.
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When we watch events like the Atlanta
Olympics many of us get inspired by some
of the great performances of the U.S. Team,
the Korean Ladies Team, and many indi-
vidual great champions. We go home with
a new determination to train harder, to
win that club, state or national champi-
onship. Recently, I had the privilege of
being involved with the Sydney
International Golden Arrow, the trial
event for the Sydney 2000 Olympics. It
gave me the opportunity to mix with, talk
to, and interview some of the current
champions and their coaches. It also gave
me the chance, as a coach and competitive
archer, to observe all this talent at close
range, including their varying styles,
form, shot preparation and their reactions
to good and not so good shots at various
stages in their matches. 

One particular thing which struck
me, was the willingness of most of

the champions to share their knowl-
edge. Therefore, never be afraid to step
up to a champion to ask them about
their favorite sport, archery. Obviously
pick the right time, preferably when
they’ve finished training and not ten
minutes before they are due for a
match.

What really makes a champion?
Why is 95% of all winning done by 5%
of the archers? What is the common
thread connecting all champions? Here
the song from the musical “South

Pacific” comes to my mind, “You’ve
gotta have a dream; If you don’t have a
dream; How can you have a dream
come true?” Ask triple World
Champion and Olympic medalist Rick
McKinney, one of the world’s greatest
archery champions, who had a burn-
ing desire to become world champion.
In his quest to achieve this dream,
everything else came second. Lanny
Bassham, world renowned rifle shoot-
er trained five hours per day, five days
per week for ten years before he made
his first Olympic team, en route to his
dream, an Olympic Gold Medal. Jari
Lipponen, second place getter in the
1999 World Championships got his
first bow at age 10 and for the last 16
years his goal has been to win an
Olympic gold medal. The list goes on,
but one thing they all share is this
burning desire to make their dream
come true.

Second, you must learn to like com-
petition. Learn to love it! Make pres-
sure positive. If you don’t like the pres-
sure, why do it?

Third, and this is my strong person-
al opinion, for the betterment of
archery, every archer should have a
coach, especially at the top level. It is a
must!

One of the most asked questions
from top archers is, “How many

arrows do you shoot?” Of course, the

answer varies quite a bit and depends
on which part of the season and stage
of their preparation those archers are
in. However, the answer generally lies
between 150 - 350 per day, 5 –6 days
per week. Some people will say, “No
wonder they are that good. If I could
just make the time to shoot that many
arrows I’d be up there with them.”
Let’s not kid ourselves, if it were that
simple we’d all be champions.
Furthermore, in shooting that many
arrows per day, without a regular
coach monitoring your form, there is a

by Robert de Bondt

R E C U R V E  T E C H  3 0 0

So, You Want to
Be a Champion...



great danger faulty form can develop.
One sports scientist stated that once a
subconscious action has developed
through continuous repetition, it could
take up to 500 hours of concentrated
conscious action to change it. Even if
only 20% of this were true, it follows
that just shooting that many arrows
could have pitfalls.

Having a dream is only the begin-
ning. Setting goals is another habit that
sets champions apart. The difference
between a dream and a goal is that a
goal requires a plan. Just like organiza-
tions owing their success to having a
business plan, so every athlete should
have a “business” plan. 

A plan to achieve a long term
archery goal (to become National
Champion, to win an Olympic Medal)
should have a series of realistic short
term goals creating a path to the even-
tual achievement of the long term goal.
It must also include strategies as to
how to achieve those short term goals,
all within a realistic
time frames. To
monitor progress of
your plan, a diary
should be kept as it
will provide a bet-
ter review of your
efforts. The pur-
pose of the diary is
to add organization
to your training program. It should
include daily goals, performance
analysis, any areas to work on, success
and attitude analysis. It is a valuable
resource for self-improvement and it
will assist your coach in helping you to
achieve your dream.

Remember that the ultimate goal
forms the driving force. This ultimate
goal must be etched in your brain so
deeply and so strongly, that you will
do everything in your power to
achieve it. You must believe with every
fiber of your being, you will achieve it,
not just that you can or must.
Remember Mohammed Ali claiming,
“I am the greatest.” The use of this
phrase and his unshakable belief in
himself, played a major role in his rise
to becoming one of the greatest ath-
letes of all time. However, you might

not make too many friends using this
strategy at your next tournament!

In my opinion, the most important
tool in any athlete’s kit bag is his

mental skills. There is a general con-
sensus that performance is 90-95%
mental. In fact, at the elite level, the
major difference between athletes is
how they handle the mental stress of
competition. Here the athlete must
view each particular contest and its
outcome as a test that measures their
progress. Winning no longer becomes
the objective, becoming better does.
Concentration must be in the here and
now. There is no thought for the future
nor the past. Above all, there is no
judgement on achievement.
Concentration is absolute, either the
light is on or off. 

Therefore, it is an absolute must
that you develop a mental training
program. This may include, visualiza-
tion, imagery, positive self talk, affir-

mations, possibly self-hypnosis, which
can work well for some people. Bear in
mind that true self-confidence is an
athlete’s realistic expectation about
achieving success. Self-confidence and
technical competence must develop
together, nurturing each other in the
process. I would be remiss if I didn’t
mention that positive affirmations are
one of the most powerful tools to
change our self-image. It’s a tool to
effect permanent change. Find some-
thing that works for you, but definite-
ly don’t neglect it, as ultimately it will
decide the winner. 

In addition, your plan must include
weight and aerobic training. Both

should be 3–4 times per week. Strength
training should be done in the off sea-
son. Once the serious competitions

come around, only endurance training
should be done. The aim should be to
shoot about 5 lbs under the maximum
draw weight you can handle. Many
archers are over bowed, which affects
their technique. It is a hell of a lot more
important to have good technique than
a heavier bow. When building up bow
weight, do it over time otherwise you
will destroy your technique.

Aerobic training can take many
forms. The main aim however is to
achieve greater aerobic fitness, which
will result in a lower heartbeat, espe-
cially under stress. Further, it will pro-
vide more oxygen to the brain and for
a greater endurance during competi-
tion. All of which translates to con-
tribute towards a better performance.

Finally, having set your goals you
must be brutally honest with yourself
and list all those reasons that are
important to you for achieving the
goal and the sacrifices involved. Make
sure you take into consideration the

impact this may
have on those
that you love.
Then ask your-
self “ Is the Prize
worth the
price?”

In this short
space I can’t real-
ly do justice to

all these important aspects, other than
briefly highlight some of the major
areas that I have found that separate
the athletes that know they will win
from those who hope they will win.

Good shooting and above all, have
fun! ➷
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“The difference between a dream and a
goal is that 

a goal requires a plan.“

Robert has been an archery coach for the past
10 years. He is a member of the Australian
National Training Squad and feels able to
coach effectively at top level. He is also a FITA
Judge and a Strength & Conditioning Coach.
He has studied psychology at Sydney
University. Sport Psychology is his hobby
and he is convinced that the difference
between winning and losing is in between the
ears.
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Beginning to Get Started, Again

This is being written from a unique perspective. I have not nocked an arrow for over four
decades and I am just beginning to get started, again.

My seven year old granddaughter talked about her archery lessons at summer camp
more than any other part of the camping experience. As she talked I thought back some
45 to 50 years at how excited I was when my grandmother brought home a fresh card-
board box filled with groceries. The empty box would replace the one on the lawn made
holey by hours of single-minded archery. That box became bear, deer, rabbits, the king’s
stag, and the gold of the target where Robin Hood produced the phenomenon we name
after him. I could lose hours out there in the yard.

Archery seems to me to be just right for kids (of all ages). There is fresh air in the
good weather and fresh challenges when the sport moves indoors. The outcome of the
shot is virtually instantaneous, so the learning curve is steep. Competition, whether against
yourself or others, is a terrific way to gain and maintain composure at times of frustrating
pressure. Archery teaches hand/eye coordination, how to follow instructions, the value of
etiquette, the importance of safety, the social graces, and an appreciation of mystique and
long tradition, to name a few. These are qualities that make for a satisfying life at any age.

At this point in beginning to get started I have gone online to subscribe to Archery
Focus, buy a few books, and visit archery websites and links. I’ve dropped by the all too
few archery shops in the area and tried to get a feel for the one where we should take
lessons. All through this I’ve been reminded of the qualities of this ancient sport which
had me so psyched as a kid, and have already learned things that I wish I had known a
half century ago.

The bows have wheels on them, now. (My last arrow was nocked almost 20 years
before the patent for bows with wheels was filed.) Just imagine how the whole history of
humankind might have been changed if someone had figured out the compound thing
500 years ago. Space age materials and exotic laminates dominate yew, Osage orange, and
cedar. Today’s archery world is as different from the past as it is in today’s world of golf,
tennis, fly fishing, and other sports where equipment plays a large role. The improvements
are terrific.

Soon my granddaughter Molly and I will sign up for lessons, get a feel for our
needs, buy equipment, then practice what we’re being taught. I know that I will be carried
back to the time when that cardboard box target became for me concentric circles around
gold. In one of those turns of mind that comes with age, I expect that this time, no matter
what the target looks like, in my mind it will become that cardboard box on my grand-
mother’s lawn.

(signed)

John Ineson 
(an enthused 60 year old)

Dear Archery Focus ...
Sometimes we get letters that just have to be shared .... Ed.
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Join the NFAA!
Enjoy these Exciting Benefits

National, Sectional, State and Club Tournaments
Certified Instructor Programs
Club and Pro Shop Insurance

Indoor/Outdoor Leagues
Professional Archery

Subscription to Archery Magazine included
Complete the application and join today!

Name 

Address

City

State Zip

Phone

One year Individual membership $45.00
Family membership $65.00

Junior membership (under 18) $35.00
Visa and MasterCard accepted

CC# exp date
Call Toll Free 800-811-2331

National Field Archery Association
31407 Outer I-10

Redlands, CA 92373

Archer Joe Grejdus of Phoenixville,
PA was inducted into the
Wheelchair Sports Hall of Fame in a
ceremony on December 4, 1999 in
Colorado Springs, CO.

We add our congratulations!

Archer Inducted Into
Wheelchair Hall of Fame

Sometimes a photo is enough—this is an iron gate at the Big
Cedar Lodge near Branson, Missouri.
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PRODUCT NEWS

Product News
BCY Introduces Formula 8125 Bowstring Material

Angel’s Tabs

For over three years, BCY’s DynaFlight 97 has been the strongest single fiber bowstring material
on the market. Now BCY has reformulated the same basic fiber structure and has created

Formula 8125. In a finished string, this material has the same strength as DynaFlight 97, but a small-
er diameter strand which makes it faster.

For additional information or to place an order contact BCY, Inc., 50 McDermott Road, North
Haven, CT 06473, phone 203.787.7970, fax 203.787.7979, email bcyray@msn.com or by visiting their
website www.bcyfibers.com.

T.R.U. Ball’s New Bowhunting Release

Angel Co., Ltd. is producing a state of the art line of finger tabs. Both
the Angel Tab I and Angel Tab II use “super fine leather” facing

for smooth releases. Each is a three layer tab with felt finger protection
and a unique two-way adjustable anchor pad. The anchor pad has two
screws that adjust the plate up and down and in and out from the tab.
Both come with removable “Kanta Pinch” can’t pinch pads to prevent
arrow pinching. Both pads are very light weight so as to minimize fric-
tion with the string on release. These are among the finest FITA style
tabs on the market.

Additional information is available from Angel Co., Ltd., 7-12 Higashi
Ueno 1-chome, Taito-ku, Tokyo 110-0015, Japan, phone 81.3.3833.4972,
fax 81.3.3833.4772.

The Deluxe Tornado is T.R.U. Ball’s new wrist strap bowhunting
release with a four-way adjustable trigger, adjustable draw

length, ergonomic finger groove, and moisture resistant strap. Its
single ball system eliminates torque, nock pinch, string wear, serv-
ing wear, and extra draw length problems.

For more information contact T.R.U. Ball, P. O. Box 11529,
Lynchburg, VA 24506, phone 804.929.2800
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Leven Industries’ New Hunting Products

The new Bolt Action Folding Knife incorporates a bolt action locking mechanism, a
gut hook, and an up swept blade. Comes with nylon sheath and belt clip.

Leven Industries’ Storm Whistle has a patent pending
harmonic chamber that makes it the loudest whistle

on the market.  It is 100 times louder than a standard
police whistle, and can be heard under water. 

The Chubby Hunter was designed for the new
small bows and short stabilizers, for hunters seek-

ing better weight balance and brush clearance.

Additional information is available from Leven
Industries, 9025 Eton Avenue, Unit D, Canoga Park,
CA 91304, phone 818.700.2899, fax 818.700.2897 or by visiting their website www.doinker.com.

Specialty Archery Products Introduces Three New Products

The Super Stix FITA V-Bar attaches to the carbon rods of the 4 rod Super Stix and
can be adjusted for two different angles by switching the module, and

backward/forward by loosening the module. Fits most standard stabilizers.

The Super Stix Ultra-Lite line of stabilizers
utilizes 3 carbon rods joined with a counter-

weight system that allows adjustment of both
weight and position. 

Three new Super Sites with features
that include light weight, a rigid

mount, a short version for 3D, a medium
version for faster bows, and an extra long
version for FITA recurves.

Additional information is available from
Specialty Archery Products, 

10510 265th St., Clear lake, Iowa 50428,
phone 515.424.5762, fax 515.423.2022, or
at their website www.specialtyarch.com.




